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needs of evolving markets.
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More than 3 billion operating hours
More than 100 countries

For more information, visit us at
www.solaturbines.com, call +1-619-544-5352 or
email infocorp@solarturbines.com
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ADAPTING TO
DECARBONIZATION

T

urbine OEMs are under pressure on
multiple fronts. They face intense competition from renewables, battery storage, and
gas engines. Turbine sales have been
trending downwards for a decade. Environmental
pressure is ramping up.
In response, turbine OEMs are “greening up.”
They are investing in a host of decarbonization
initiatives. These include the introduction of
hydrogen and other fuels, the adoption of carbon
capture technologies, proof-of-concept implementations of large-scale supercritical carbon dioxide
equipment, and more. These efforts align with a
general societal push to adopt cleaner energy and
lower harmful emissions.
For this issue, we interviewed gas and steam
turbine OEMs to assess the current state of the
industry and gauge its future prospects. Almost all
were positive about the role turbomachinery will
play in the coming decades. Yes, a lot will change.
Yes, renewable sources are in the ascendency. But
it is difficult to see a future where gas and steam
turbines do not have a strong presence.
Yet their role is evolving, and that is nothing
new. Peaking plants became popular about 25
years ago. Then combined cycle plants were used
to provide baseload power, gradually replacing
coal plants. More recently, they have been called
into service to provide power when solar capacity
dropped off rapidly in the late afternoon.
Perhaps in the years ahead, gas turbines will
be used to mainly for backup power, grid stability,
or in hybrid power arrangements that combine
renewable, energy storage, and traditional
generation assets. Some providers are harnessing
them in this way so businesses can change from
one generaiton source to another depending on
energy or fuel costs.
There is also the possibility of a complete
about face. The conflict in Ukraine has already
seen Germany and France reconsider their
positions on energy policy. Germany is quite likely
to postpone the closure of the remainder of its
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nuclear plants, scheduled to take place at the end
of 2022. It is also reassessing its program to phase
out coal. Both nations are taking steps to assure
energy security by finding alternatives to Russian
supply. LNG is likely to play a larger role.

It is difficult to see a future where gas and steam
turbines do not have a strong presence.
A year ago, who could have predicted that oil
would rise about $100 a barrel? Yet here we are.
One geopolitical event is all it takes to change
things entirely.

LATEST ISSUE

Beyond our cover story featuring gas and steam
turbine trends and products, we have plenty of
additional content worthy of a read. There is a
piece proposing a better way to measure gas
turbine filtration effectiveness, another on
grouting safety improvements that can be used in
turbomachinery maintenance, and a story
proposing an adjustment to impeller design to
improve performance. Our Myth Busters tackle
whether curtailed output from power plants in
summer is price gouging. Turbo Tips offers plenty
of practical tips concerning large centrifugal fans.
We also have a Q and A from Camfil, and a
Vendor Spotlight on MD&A.
We hope to see you at either the PowerGen show
in Dallas or the Turbo Expo in Rotterdam. ■

DREW ROBB
Editor-in-Chief
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INDUSTRY NEWS
SHALE OIL PRODUCTION SURGE

U.S. shale oil production in the seven
most prolific shale basins is set for its
biggest rise since March of 2020, according to the U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA). The latest EIA
Drilling Productivity Report estimates
their total production will rise by
117,000 bpd to 8.7 million bpd.
U.S. crude in the Permian basin is
predicted to rise by 70,000 bpd to 5.208
million bpd. Eagle Ford should increase
by 23,000 bpd to 1.146 million bpd, and
Bakken should increase by 16,000 bpd.
With the import of oil from Russian
now curtailed, it remains to be seen
whether the administration will encourage more production from these shale
oil resources or focus on negotiating
with the likes of Saudi Arabia,
Venezuela, and Iran.

8
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MANUFACTURING GROWS IN 2021

New research from Interact Analysis shows that the pandemic has had marked effects
on the manufacturing industry. Whilst many machinery sectors are enjoying double-digit growth, other areas continue to suffer due to supply chain issues and chip
shortages. Output growth of 8.3% in 2021 has been recorded as manufacturing recovers from the pandemic. And while this is dwarfed by the 16% manufacturing output
growth seen in 2010 after the financial crash, it is not so unexpected. That’s because
the last crash saw manufacturing shrink by 8.3% in 2009. In contrast, 2021 saw decline
of only 3.2%. The picture in the machinery sector is more volatile for two reasons.
First, the machinery market is 1/20th the size of the overall manufacturing market, so
small changes in production value have a big impact. Second, machinery investment is
both niche and capital intensive. Some sectors, such as agricultural, semiconductor &
electronics, and textile machinery are performing strongly. Other sectors, such as aerospace, are having a much harder time.
MIO Tri-regional production value - % growth — USD fixed avg.
25%
20%
15%
10%
% Growth

RECENT CAPSTONE ORDERS

Capstone’s distributor E-Finity
Distributed Generation has secured
a new long-term Energy-as-aService (EaaS) contract with a cryptocurrency mining company looking
to reduce its impact on the environment. E-Finity also secured further
orders: ten C65 microturbine systems, to be deployed at various oil
and gas wellhead sites in the
Marcellus Shale region; and a
C1000S system from TCR2
Therapeutics, a biomedical research
and development company providing novel T-cell therapies for the
treatment of various cancers.
Additionally, Capstone secured a
contract to provide a one-megawatt
microturbine system to be installed in
a landfill gas-to-energy project for a
solid waste facility in New England.
Finally, Capstone’s partnership with
the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) – Argonne National
Laboratory and the University of
California, Irvine (UCI) has determined that the Company’s microturbine-based systems can safely perform
on 30% hydrogen blended with natural gas without requiring costly hardware or software modifications.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
GE DIGEST

Tampa Electric Company (TECO) anGE continues to collaborate with Recovery Steam Generators (HRSG),
nounced the recent start of commercial op- Uniper to lower the carbon footprint of and one GE STF-D600 steam turbine
eration for its Big Bend Units 5 & 6, at its power generation operations in with a A63 steam generator. GE will also
Apollo Beach, Florida, powered by two Europe. Its hydrogen plant readiness as- provide the Mark* VIe control system,
GE gas turbines and two GE H65 genera- sessment represents the next step in GE Digital cybersecurity solutions, retors. The plant is powered by two GE Uniper’s Grain gas-fired power plant’s mote monitoring diagnostic solutions and
7HA.02 gas turbines, which can burn be- decarbonisation roadmap. Grain power a service agreement. The plant will use
tween 15-20% hydrogen by volume in the station in Kent, England is the newest natural gas provided by AES’s LNG storgas stream initially and is expected to have combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) age (180,000 cubic meter) and regasificathe capability to transition to 100% hydro- power station in Uniper’s UK portfolio. tion facility built for Panama and Central
gen over the next decade. The 1,090 MW The project will explore solutions to en- America in 2018.
power plant will replace existing 50-year- able operations using blends of natural
GE Gas Power will provide three GE
old coal-fired units at the site. Big Bend’s gas and hydrogen, with hydrogen ac- 9HA.01 gas turbines to Shenzhen Energy
new units will operate in simple cycle counting for up to 40% by volume. The Group’s Guangming power plant. The
mode, with combined-cycle operation tar- target is the decarbonisation of Grain’s plant is expected to deliver 2 GW to
geted in late 2022. In addition, GE’s inte- 1,365 MW gas-fired power plant in the Guangdong province. GE’s joint venture
grated Mark* VIe control system will next decade. This project will define the with Harbin Electric will provide steam
provide gas turbine generator
turbines and generators for the
control and performance visiproject. The Guangming combility, and data collected from
bined cycle power plant is losensors throughout the facility
cated in the most populous
will be monitored and anaprovince in China. Plans are
lyzed 24/7 at GE’s Monitoring
for the first fleet of plant the
& Diagnostics (M&D) Center
plant to be operational by end
in Atlanta, GA.
of 2023, in time to support the
Edra Energy announced
retirement of the Guangdong
the start of commercial operShajiao coal-fired power comation for a power plant in
plex targeted in 2025.
Alor Gajah, Malacca,
Anyang District Heating
Malaysia. It adds 2.2 GW and
Plant Unit 2-2, powered by GE
consists of three generating
7HA.02 gas turbines, adds apblocks capable of generating
proximately 500 MW to the grid
GE has completed upgrades at a TECO plant in Tampa.
over 745 MW per block, each
as well as steam for district heatincluding a GE 9HA.02 gas turbine, a plant equipment modifications necessary ing for over 180,000 citizens of Anyang
STF-D650 steam turbine, a W88 genera- for the existing GT26 gas turbines to ac- City, South Korea. This Combined Heat
t o r a n d a H e a t R e c o v e r y S t e a m commodate hydrogen fuel blends of sig- and Power (CHP) project allows South
Generator (HRSG). A Mark* VIe con- nificant volumes. Multiple engineering Korea to reduce carbon emissions per unit
trol system and asset performance man- and consulting teams located across GE’s of fuel used at the plant. GE Gas Power
agement (APM) suite are included as well sites worldwide will support the assess- announced the start of commercial operaas a multiyear services agreement.
ment in a cross-functional effort.
tion for this GS Power CHP plant. The
GE announced an order from
GE has secured a combined cycle Unit 2-2 project consisted of the renewal of
Taiwan Power Company (TPC) for six power plant equipm ent order for older gas-powered assets with one GE
LM2500XPRESS gas turbine packages Generadora Gatún in Panama. The nat- 7HA.02 gas turbine, a matching GT H65
that can bridge the power gap during ural gas-fired plant is expected to have an generator, one STF D650 steam turbine
blackouts, or energy shortages. TPC’s output of 670 MW. Owned and operated and a ST A39 generator, along with a
175 MW Tung Hsiao Power Plant by Consortium Group Energy Gas Mark* VIe Distributed Control System
Renewal Project gas plant is expected to Panama, the plant will be built in Telfers (DCS), and services to support the availbe built by GE in less than 10 months Island, near the port of Colón, next to ability and reliability of the plant. It has
from the order, with a targeted official the Panama Canal. This plant will help 62.2% net plant efficiency in combined
dispatch date expected before December in the diversification of Panama’s energy cycle and more than 93% efficiency in dis31, 2022. It is 95% factory assembled mix, which currently relies heavily on hy- trict heating mode. The Anyang CHP
into modules. Each package comprises a d r o e l e c t r i c p o w e r g e n e r a t i o n . plant will connect to Korea’s Direct
GE LM2500 aeroderivative gas turbine Generadora Gatún will be powered by Heating System (DHS), a centralized sysand emissions control system, which can two GE 7F.05 gas turbines with A63 gen- tem which distributes heat to residential
start in 5 minutes or less.
erators, two triple pressure reheat Heat developments since the 1990s.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
RUSSIAN-UKRAINE DISRUPTION
Monthly aluminium price performance — $/mt
3,500
3,000
2,500
Price – $/mt

There has been plenty of fallout from the
Russia-Ukraine conf lict. Oil and gas
prices have surged, felt most acutely in
Europe, though American consumers
are experiencing higher prices at the
pump. Russia, the third largest oil producer in the world, can no longer export
oil to the U.S. President Biden announced a ban on all imports of Russian
oil & gas. This move was done at a time
when Americans were already facing the
highest gas prices since 2008. The U.S.
was importing more than half a million
barrels of oil per day from Russia.
Following the commencement of hostilities in Ukraine, Germany is reconsidering its long-term energy policy by
extending the life of coal and nuclear facilities scheduled for closure. This move
would lower dependency on Russian natural gas, which currently meet a sizable
portion of Germany’s energy needs. The
nation also plans to build more liquefied
natural gas (LNG) import facilities. The
nuclear U-turn is particularly surprising
as the deadline for closure of all German
nuclear plants is 2022. Remaining coal
facilities were given until 2030.
As well as issues such as oil & gas supply disruption and high oil prices, materials used in industry, energy generation,
electrical, and oil & gas are being impacted. Aluminum and copper markets are
under pressure. Russia produces 6% of
global aluminum. The situation in
Eastern Europe has sent prices to record
highs. Analysts predict these prices will
go even higher. And with the price of
transportation soaring, too, due to oil
prices, it may be some time before aluminum markets calm down.
Russia also provides 7% of the
world’s copper wire. Prices are soaring
and shortages are appearing. The price
hikes in copper and aluminum will
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Prices of oil, gas, metals, and other commodities are soaring due to the Russian-Ukraine conflict

directly impact prices related to any facility or equipment that uses motor drives.
About a sixth of the cost of an induction
motor, after all, is taken up by copper
and aluminum. Further, wind turbines,
solar turbines, gas turbines, steam turbines, centrifugal compressors, and energy storage installation make heavy use of
both materials. The cost of project development as well as maintenance of existing facilities, then, is destined to rise.
Expect, too, project delays or cancellation until the supply chain normalizes.
Cyberattacks are also on the rise. The
FBI filed charges against Russian spies
that launched a cyber-attack against a
nuclear power plant in Kansas. Russian
military officers Pavel Aleksandrovich
Akulov, Mikhail Mikhailovich Gavrilov
and Marat Valeryevich Tyukov are
charged with conspiracy, computer
fraud, wire fraud and identity theft. They
work for the Federal Security Service
(FSB). The most prominent target was

CONVERTING COAL PLANTS TO ENERGY STORAGE

E2S Power, and India Power Corporation Limited (IPCL) have
agreed to collaborate on transforming coal power stations in
India into thermal storage systems for renewable energy. The
Government of India is aiming to achieve 227 GW of renewable capacity by 2022, and 500 GW by 2030. At the same time,
10
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the Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating
Corporation in Burlington, Kansas. But
their actions date back as early as 2012
and were aimed at enabling Russian to
disrupt systems and cause damage to infrastructure. This includes taking control
of power generation control systems.
According to the FBI, another ransomware gang breached the networks of
more than 50 U.S. infrastructure organizations. This includes energy, nuclear,
water, and manufacturing facilities. This
malicious software stops remote management software to enable bad actors to
evade detection and lock users out of systems. They issued a ransom demand.
The FBI discourages the paying of ransoms as there is no guarantee that this
will prevent data theft or future attacks.
20 or more American companies working in LNG production suffered cyberattacks in February right before the
Russian invasion of Ukraine. These included Chevron and Cheniere Energy.

about 50 GW of coal capacity will be decommissioned.
Thermal energy storage technology from E2S Power can be
used to replace some of the thermal energy solutions being retired. Thermal energy storage (TES), among other available energy storage technologies, will be used.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
SIEMENS ENERGY DIGEST

An MCO compressor

MCO COMPRESSOR ORDER

MCO Compressor International
(MCO-I) has secured a contract to deliver compressor train equipment for
Chevron Phillips Chemical’s new propylene unit at its Cedar Bayou plant in
Baytown, Texas. The contract scope encompasses the supply of an API 612
steam turbine driving an API 617 heat
pump compressor and all associated
compressor train auxiliary equipment
for the 1 billion lbs./yr C3 splitter unit.
The asset will convert a refinery grade
mixture of propylene and propane into
a high purity propylene product. MCOI’s compressor train manufacturing, assembly, testing and packaging will be
performed by its Hiroshima, Japan, and
Pearland, Texas, facilities.

Siemens Energy was awarded a contract from Keppel Offshore & Marine to supply
the topsides turbomachinery package for the P-78 floating, production, storage, and
offloading (FPSO) vessel. The FPSO is owned and operated by Brazil-based Petrobras
in partnership with Chinese CNOOC and CNODC and will operate in the Búzios
Field of the Santos Basin off the coast of Rio de Janeiro in water depths ranging from
1,600 – 2,100 meters. Siemens Energy’s scope of supply includes the power generation and compression packages for the facility, as such as main gas, export gas, injection gas, and CO2 injection compressors. The power supply will be met with four gas
turbine packages. Main gas, export gas, and injection gas compression duties will be
met with eight electric motor-driven compressor trains. Two additional trains featuring aeroderivative gas turbines driving centrifugal compressors will be used for reinjection of CO2 back into the reservoir. When complete, P-78 will have a processing
capacity of 180,000 barrels of oil per day (bopd) and 7.2 million cubic meters of gas
per day (mmscfd). Delivery of the equipment is slated for 2023. The P-78 FPSO is expected to enter operation in 2025.
Siemens Energy will locate the industrial production of electrolysis modules in
Berlin, combining it with the production of gas turbines. Start of production at the
location Huttenstrasse in Berlin’s Moabit locality is scheduled for 2023. At this site
the complete infrastructure of an existing production hall can be used. New production lines for the electrolyzers are being set up on 2,000 square meters. Today, the
site mainly manufactures gas turbines that can be operated with up to 50 percent
hydrogen, and by 2030 complete hydrogen operation should be possible.
Siemens Energy has entered into agreements separately with Guangdong Energy
Group and Shenzhen Energy Group to deliver four H-class combined cycle power
units to plants located in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area in
southern China. Upon completion, the new and updated power plants will help meet
the growing power demand in the region. In addition, with the one-hundredth unit
sold, the projects also mark a milestone in the success story of the SGT-8000H gas
turbine. Under the agreement with Guangdong Energy, Siemens Energy will deliver
a 675-MW combined cycle power generation unit, including a SGT5-8000H gas
turbine, a steam turbine, two generators and related auxiliary equipment, and longterm maintenance service for the plant in Guangzhou. The existing coal-fired power
plant will be transformed into a modern gas-fired plant. The plant is expected to go
into commercial operation in mid-2023.

ARTEMIS SPACE PROGRAM CRYOGENIC
DESIGN

Concepts NREC has received a Phase II SBIR
award from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) to design cryogenic cooling
for use in space applications. In support of the
Artemis program, NASA seeks integrated refrigeration cycles for use in liquefaction of hydrogen and oxygen from the lunar surface.
Concepts NREC is working towards the demonstration of two high-capacity helium-based reverse-Brayton cryocoolers and plans to leverage these cryocoolers to develop a two-stage helium system capable of supporting oxygen and hydrogen
liquefaction needs on the Moon. Concepts NREC will leverage turboalternator powertrain technology developed during a previous phase of this program to handle larger thrust loads at higher rotational speeds at lunar surface ambient conditions. The
expanded capability of the compressor powertrain will increase the state-of-the-art in
cryogenic cooling by an order of magnitude and is another step by Concepts NREC
to support NASA’s goal of establishing a long-term presence on the lunar surface and
beyond. Results from this study will also provide valuable input into NASA’s on-going Cryogenic Fluid Management directives.
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NOTRE DAME
TURBOMACHINERY
LABORATORY EXPANDS

A ribbon cutting ceremony was held at
N o t r e D a m e ’s Tu r b o m a c h i n e r y
Laboratory (NDTL) where University
leaders, NDTL researchers, and represent at ives from Ca r r ier Globa l
Corporation celebrated the completion
of a new test cell and discuss the start of
a three-year collaboration. Robert J.
Bernhard, Vice President for Research
a n d pr o fe s s or o f A e r o s p a c e a n d
Mechan ica l Eng ineer ing at Not re
Dame openned the ceremony, with remarks by Joshua Cameron, Director,
NDTL, and Chris Kmetz, Senior Vice
President, Eng ineer ing at Car r ier
Global Corporation.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
NEW ELLIOTT CEO AND COO

Elliott Group has
a p p o i n t e d
Takanobu Miyaki
Chief Executive
Officer (CEO), succeeding outgoing
CEO, Michael
Lordi, who has retired after 35 years.
Miyaki transferred
Takanobu Miyaki
from parent company Ebara to Elliott in 2014 to serve as
Director, Corporate Development. In
this role, he was instrumental in the acquisition of the company’s Cryodynamic
Products business. Prior to his appointment as CEO, Mr. Miyaki held positions
covering every aspect of the business.
Most recently, he was the Vice President
of Global Manufacturing. Lordi oversaw
expansion of global operations in China
and India, and continued investment in

BAKER HUGHES DIGEST

U.S.-based operations with the construction of a new cryogenic pump testing facility in Jeannette, PA.
“As we look towards the future, the
world and our customers are undergoing
rapid and drastic changes. As a company,
Elliott must be prepared to respond to
these changes,” said Miyaki. “My priorities will be to lead with transparency, foster an openness to change and adaptation,
and empower Elliott’s employees to develop new processes, products, and services
so that we can continue to be an industry
leader in the decades to come.
Elliott also announced the appointment of Shane Reph as Chief Operating
Officer (COO). He joined Elliott in 2011
as Director of Engineered Solutions, and
over the next nine years, directed the activities of three core Global Service businesses before being appointed Vice
President of Global Service in 2020.

Baker Hughes has been awarded a contract by Terna to supply gas turbines and compressors that can run on a blend of natural gas and hydrogen for a new compression
station of the Greek Natural Gas Transmission System. The compression station will
serve domestic gas supply in Greece. The company will provide three compression
trains for a total of three NovaLT12 hydrogen-ready gas turbines and three PCL
compressors. For this project, the technology has been designed to support the compression station with the capability to transport up to 10% hydrogen. The station is
expected to enter operation in 2024 and directly supports the EU’s Hydrogen
Strategy goals to accelerate the development of clean hydrogen.
Baker Hughes is collaborating with C3 AI, Accenture, and Microsoft on industrial asset management (IAM) solutions for clients in the energy and industrial sectors. The collaboration will focus on creating and deploying Baker Hughes IAM
solutions that use digital technologies and artificial intelligence (AI) to improve the
safety, efficiency, and emissions profile of industrial machines, field equipment, and
other physical assets. The four companies will collaborate on IAM capabilities that
apply to oil and gas, renewable energy, thermal power generation, metals and mining, chemicals, and pulp and paper. They will also explore solutions that help
achieve net-zero carbon emissions and decarbonize energy and industrial sectors,
including emissions management.
Baker Hughes has withdrawn its extensive business interests from Russia in response to the situation in Ukraine. The company has been active in massive Russian
pacific projects. The company follows major oil & gas providers such as Halliburton,
Schlumberger, ExxonMobil, Shell, and BP as part of the embargo on Russia.
Baker Hughes has received an order for liquefaction train system with 24 modularized compression trains. The contract is part of a 70 MTPA equipment supply
agreement with Venture Global LNG. The LNG system is the first phase of the
Plaquemines LNG project in Louisiana. By modularizing the train, Baker Hughes
lowers construction and operational costs, and enables faster installation. The train
will be manufactured and tested in Italy. Baker Hughes will assist in commissioning.
12
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MITSUBISHI POWER EMERALD
STORAGE ORDER

San Diego Gas & Electric Company
(SDG&E) has awarded Mitsubishi Power
an order for a 10 MW energy storage
solution for its Pala-Gomez Creek
Energy Storage Project in Pala,
California. The battery energy storage
system (BESS) will add capacity to help
meet energy demand, support grid reliability and operational flexibility, maximize use of renewable energy, and help
prevent outages during peak demand.
The BESS project is Mitsubishi Power’s
eighth in California, bringing total capacity to 280 MW / 1,140 MWh of storage.
For SDG&E, it includes turnkey design,
engineering, procurement, and construction, as well as a 10-year long-term service agreement. It is scheduled to be
online in early 2023. The project will repower an existing energy storage site. It
will employ Mitsubishi Power’s Emerald
Integrated Plant Controller, which is an
Energy Management System (EMS) and
Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) system with real-time BESS operation and a monitoring/supervisory control platform.

ATLAS COPCO DIGEST

Atlas Copco has been on an acquisition
binge for the past year.
• LEWA is a German manufacturer of
diaphragm metering pumps, process
pumps, and metering systems.
• Geveke (Netherlands) distributes
compressors and engineers process
pump installations. It has 170 staff.
• Ceres Technologies is a New Yorkbased manufacturer of gas and vapor
delivery equipment for the semiconductor industry. The acquisition includes two affiliates, North Park
Metalworkers and Peak Precision.
• Atlas Copco has completed the acquisition of Pumpenfabrik Wangen,a
German manufacturer of progressive
cavity pumps used for transferring
fluids mainly in the biogas and wastewater sectors. The company also
manufactures twin-screw pumps used
in food and beverage and cosmetics.
It is based in Wangen, Germany.
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This webinar zeroes in on the aeroderivative and large frame gas
turbines, trends, sales figures, and predictions. The speakers
will review the gas turbine marketplace, the state of the market,
how turbine orders are trending overall, what models are selling
well, what areas of the market remain strong and which have
weakened, and how the market has changed in light of current
events. The speakers will also highlight underlying trends and
market disrupters influencing this space such as oil & gas prices,
LNG market battery storage, and renewable energy sources.
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supply chain
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• What is predicted for the coming year and into the future
for aeroderivative and large frame gas turbines, and the
aftermarket?
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LARGE FANS
Practical Issues For Centrifugal Fans
BY AMIN ALMASI

F

ans have been widely used in many facilities
and plants to move gases. Supply and
exhaust fans have also been used in different
systems to avoid excessive pressure build-up
in the equipment or service being served. Forced
and induced-draft fans, too, have been used to
maintain a specified draft over the intended application. A fan should be selected to match its
downstream and upstream systems to provide a
proper flow of gas.
Although one operating fan and another
standby configuration has been used, multiple
parallel operation is discouraged. Many experts
have recommended using just one operating fan at
a time (one operating and another standby) on each
system, avoiding parallel operating fans. This is to
reduce complexity and operational problems as
parallel operation has always been complicated and
is usually problematic. On the other hand, there
have been various reasons for using multiple fans in
parallel operation on some special systems. In some
specific cases, such as some revamp and renovation
projects two fans may be provided to working in
parallel. Capacity control by various fan combinations may be more economical than other control
methods in some specific cases. Multistage fans
may be necessary when pressure requirements
exceed the capabilities of a single-stage fan.
When two fans are used in parallel, they may
be located quite remote from each other or close
together. Sometime two parallel side-by-side fans
are close enough to share some items such as
lubrication system, shaft, bearings, and casing.
Double-width, double-inlet fans are essentially
two fans in parallel in a common housing.
However, the above-mentioned sharing of items
or parts should be avoided as it reduces the overall
reliability. Two completely independent fans have
always been preferred.
Parallel operation of identical fans has been
studied and employed in many plants and facilities. The parallel operation of different fans is far
more challenging. Parallel fans may have almost
any amount of their operating resistance in
common. At one extreme, the fans may have
common inlet and discharge plenums. At the
14
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other extreme, they may both have considerable
individual ductwork of equal or unequal resistance. Fans in parallel should all develop sufficient
pressure to overcome the losses in any individual
ductwork, as well as the losses in the common
portions of the system.

A fan should be selected to match its downstream
and upstream systems to provide a proper flow
of gas.
When the fans do have individual ducts but
are of equal resistance and joined together at
equal velocities, they should be selected for the
same fan total pressure. If fan velocity pressures
are equal, static pressures will be equal. If the two
streams join together at unequal velocities, there
will be a transfer of momentum from the higher-velocity stream to the lower velocity stream.
Fans may also be in series but usually at opposite ends of a system. Those in series should
handle the same amount of gas by weight
measurements, assuming no losses or gains
between fans. The combined total pressure will be
the sum of the total pressures of individual fans.
The volumetric capacities will differ whenever the
inlet densities vary from one fan to another. In
other words, because of compressibility, the volumetric capacities of the second fan will not equal
the volumetric capacities of the first fan. With any
fan, the pressure capabilities are also influenced
by density.

COMMISSIONING A LARGE FAN

The case study is for no-load test of a large, critical 2.3 MW fan. This no-load test was part of
commissioning to observe and verify if operation
and functionality of the fan was suitable for the
next stage (load test). The fan was a fixed speed
1,485 rpm turbomachinery which was fed by 11
kV AC power electricity. The rated current was
about 140 A and the estimated start-up current
was around 750 A.
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There were initially different trips on high
vibration and some other issues. After resolution
of different problems, the test started and operation was sustained. The first problem afterward
was a relatively high vibration at the NDE
(non-drive end) bearing. The recorded vibration
was around 45 microns. This was still below limits
published by the manufacturer. However, full
investigations were done. Another concern was
that this was about two or three times more than
other measured vibrations on different bearings.
To start the investigation, the composition of
this high vibration (amplitude vs. frequency) was
checked. Details of balancing and alignment were
also verified. The main part of vibration was
related to the operating frequency (1,485 rpm).
Therefore, it was assessed as harmless. The manufacturer confirmed that the provisions for re-balancing at site were provided. The key-phasor was
provided for this fan and a contractor specialist
provided a comprehensive vibration measurement
and report that showed no developing problems
and no concerning issues.
R e l at ive l y h i g h a x i a l v ibr at ion s wer e
recorded by handheld vibration measurement
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devices on this large, critical fan. Permanent,
a x i a l v ibr at ion sen sor s shou ld have been
provided for such a large fan. The manufacturer, therefore, was required to install an axial
velocity meter.
Another issue was the access to an inspection
point of the lubrication oil return line. Sight glass
for lubrication oil return piping lines of DE (drive
end) side was not easily visible. An additional platform was provided to enable maintenance people
to easily check these lines.
The lubrication oil was then found to be dirty.
The source of dirt and debris was the system itself
due to poor flushing. A complete lubrication oil
flushing was done again and verified that all
internal parts in contact with the lubrication oil
were fully cleaned. ■

Amin Almasi is a Chartered Professional
Engineer in Australia and U.K. (M.Sc. and
B.Sc. in mechanical engineering). He is a
senior consultant specializing in rotating
equipment, condition monitoring and reliability.
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GAS AND STEAM
TURBINES ADAPT
OEMs Adapt to Hydrogen, Carbon Capture,
Decarbonization, and Renewable-Support Trends
BY DREW ROBB

T

he turbine marketplace is undergoing a
rapid transformation. The boom days of
peaking and combined cycle plants fueled
by natural gas appear to be over. Lobbying
against natural gas is pushing it to the back of the
queue behind wind, solar, energy storage, and
other sources. Total MW orders per year are
down 50% from a decade ago.
In response, turbine OEMs are investing heavily in areas such as hydrogen-based turbines and
carbon capture, utilization, and storage (CCUS)
to prepare their businesses for a cleaner energy
future. Several of the big ones, too, are hedging
their bets by adding divisions devoted to renewables, energy storage, and alternative energy.
Yet despite prophesies of doom, many believe
there is plenty of life left in the turbine business. Tony
Brough, an analyst with Dora Partners, believes gas
turbines have a strong role to play over the long term.
He noted all the attention on hydrogen and said this
market will experience slow but steady progress.
“It is unwise to dismiss hydrogen, but a lot of
challenges have yet to be overcome in its utilization,” said Brough.
To gauge the state of the market and the latest in
gas turbine trends, we interviewed experts at GE,
Siemens Energy, Mitsubishi, MAN, Baker Hughes,
Triveni, Solar Turbines, Ansaldo, and Elliott. They
lay out turbine trends, what is driving them, and
how they are responding. They discuss their strategies with regard to hydrogen, sCO2, and other alternative fuels, and what they are doing in the carbon
capture field. And they provide an overview of the
different models they offer and their capabilities.
Let’s hear what they have to say.

Condensing
steam turbines

Types

Back pressure
steam turbines

• Straight condensing type
• Bleed back condensing type
• Extraction back c
ondensing type
• Double extraction
condensing type
• Injection condensing type
• Reheat turbines
• Axial turbines

• Straight back
pressure type
• Bleed back
pressure type
• Extraction back
pressure type

Specifications
Power range
Steam inlet temperature

• 10kW to 100MW
• Saturated to 545 deg C
• 3.5 bar (a) to 140 bar (a)

Steam inlet pressure
TTL back pressure and condensing steam turbines are available up to 100 MW for
power generation and heat applications across a wide range of pressures and flows
with a choice of impulse and reaction technologies.

“Efficient steam turbines based on reaction
steam designs have gained popularity over
traditional impulse designs for smaller- and
medium-size ranges of up to 100 MW,”
Arun Mote, Triveni Turbine.

TRIVENI

Triveni Turbine Limited (TTL) is a manufacturer than 20 industries generating more than 13,000
of steam turbines up to 100 MW with more than MW power. Arun Mote, Executive Director &
5,000 machines in over 75 countries across more CEO at TTL, said some of the key factors driving
16
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A waste-to-energy application using
refuse-derived fuel (RDF) at Klingele
Papierwerke, a paper manufacturer in
Germany. The project is driven by a Triveni
15.6 MW steam turbine with an inlet steam
pressure of 27 Bar and inlet temperature
of 320°C.

demand for steam turbines are reduced
operating cost, self-sufficiency (in terms
of captive power generation and consumption), and gaining carbon credits
across segments such as: waste-to-energy
(waste from municipal/industrial landfills); biomass (waste from forest/wood
residues); and in steel (utilizing waste
heat from processes, as well as gas
engines/turbines) through combined
heat and power (CHP) in applications
such as district heating and combined
cycle. Nonetheless, efficiency of power
generation has gained utmost importance, which has induced the demand for
high-efficiency steam turbines based on
reaction steam designs.
“Traditional impulse turbines will still
continue to find a place for steam turbines
smaller than 3 MW for power generation,
small-scale CHP, and industrial mechanical drive applications,” said Mote.
TTL has developed efficient reaction
type designs from 3 MW to 100 MW.
They incorporate upgrades for higher
pressure and temperature steam cycles,
blade redesigns to improve internal efficiency of energy conversion. They undertake programs to reduce the turbine
footprint, and retrofit solutions for aging
turbines to improve performance. In
countries like Central and South America
as well as Southeast Asia, especially in
the palm oil segment, TTL has replaced
single-stage with multi-stage machines to
enhance efficiency. They comply with
American Petroleum Institute (API) 611
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and 612 specifications in refineries,
chemicals, petrochemicals and fertilizers.
The CHP market is showing promise
in the Americas. TTL received an order
for an 18.25 MW extraction backpressure steam turbine generator from a
Colombian paper producer. It will provide steam and generate power.
In cold countries like Europe, the district heating system is a promising segment. TTL can provide competitive
steam turbine solutions for district heating plants. It has already established its
references in Europe for this application.
Additionally, the company provides
renewable-based power solutions for
sugar, palm oil, biomass, and waste-toenergy using low-pressure steam. The
company is developing sCO2 steam turbines leveraging in-house R&D expertise
and through association with technical
institutes and domain experts.

ELLIOTT

Elliott Group has seen many changes in
the turbine markets throughout the past
decade. Two of the more significant
trends are the premium on operating efficiency as well as transitioning from fossil
technologies to alternative sources. Users
were previously focused on reducing
upfront capital costs while accepting
some sacrifice in operating efficiency. As
fossil energy costs continued to climb,
there was closer evaluation of capital
investment versus operating efficiency.
Higher efficiency provided a faster return

“We have developed
turbine solutions that include
an optimized aerodynamic
flow path based on the
required operating
conditions and various
options of working
fluids, beyond
steam,” said
Adam Neil, Elliott.

Turbo Part Specialist
Gas Turbine / Steam Turbine
Turbo Compressor / Rotor
Diaphragm / Blade / Vane
Bolt / Nut / Labyrinth Seal
Packing Ring / Impeller
Blisk / Diffuser

Reverse Engineering
Retrofit
Upgrade
Overhaul

www.flowdy.co.kr
flowdy7@gmail.com
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on investment. In response, Elliott has developed
flexibility into its turbine designs to provide efficiency and accommodate alternative energy
sources and working fluids at a wide range of operating conditions. The company has also added
more automation in design tools, application sizing
programs, and manufacturing processes.
Elliott Group base turbine and expander
equipment offerings include:
• MVMS – Multi-Valve Multi-Stage Turbines
Standard frame sizes: J/K-line, R-line, Q-line,
N-line
Approx. max flow: 1,300,000 CFH
Typ. max pressure: 2,000 psig
Typ. max temperature: 1,019°F
• SVMS – Single-Valve Single-Stage Turbines
Standard frame sizes: B-line, E-line
Approx. max flow: 188,000 CFH
Typ. max pressure: 950 psig
Typ. max temperature: >950°F
• SVSS – Single-Valve Single-Stage Turbines
(YR Family)
Common standard frame sizes: PYR, AYR,
BYR, CYR, DYR, MYR
Approx. power range: 5 up to 10,000+ HP
Typ. max pressure: 700 psig
Typ. max temperature: 950°F

Power

COVER STORY
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Elliott steam turbine families.

Steam End
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The major components of an Elliott extraction steam turbine.
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• TH – Hot Gas Expanders
Standard frame sizes: TH85, TH100,
TH120, TH140
Approx. max flow: 330,000 CFM
Typ. Pressure: 50 psig
Typ. Temperature: 1,400°F
Large frame MVMS turbines, for example,
are customized with extractions which export
steam part way through the turbine to provide
high efficiency usage. The steam being extracted
supports additional plant processes that would
otherwise be let down through a valve. After
extracting some of the energy from the high-pressure steam, the lower-pressure extraction steam is
used for plant process needs or in smaller horsepower steam turbines driving pumps. This
demand for extraction steam may change over
such that the turbine needs to balance the primary
driven equipment with the required steam
being exported.
“Each user has different requirements based
upon the steam balance of the plant,” said Adam
Neil, Manager, Turbine and Expander Product
Development, Elliott. “Customizing the turbine
flow path to meet the specific customer requirements or plant processes can greatly improve
operating efficiency of the steam turbine.”

MAN ENERGY SOLUTIONS

The pursuit of decarbonization targets presents
several challenges. The shutdown of coal-based
power supply creates a gap in baseload supply,
especially in winter periods, and increases grid
imbalance. This situation is accompanied by an
escalation in energy prices, resulting in a compulsion to reduce energy costs and increasing desire
for self-sufficiency in energy supply for companies
in the manufacturing sector.
“Modern, decentralized, low-emission gas turbines offer a sensible solution to this problem,”
said Dr. Sven-Hendrik Wiers, Vice President Gas
Turbines, Large Compressors & Screws and Head
of Oberhausen Site at MAN Energy Solutions SE.
He noted another trend – the transition
towards less CO2 emissions, which impacts steam
turbine manufacturers via requirements such as
the utilization of waste thermal energy. For steam
turbines deployed as mechanical drive, there is
growing demand for turbomachinery trains with
higher efficiency. Part of the process steam is
admitted into the turbine, and the remainder is
expanded in the turbine up to the required pressure and extracted – similar to waste-to-energy
applications in power generation.
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“The socio-economic commitment to
accelerated decarbonization requires
a rapid phase-out of coal-fired power
generation,” said Dr. Sven-Hendrik Wiers,
MAN Energy Solutions.
Typical Performance Data:
TYPE

POWER RANGE

MAX. STEAM INLET

MST010

0.5-1.5 MW

45 bar (652 psi) | 450°C (842 °F)

MST020

1-5 MW

130 bar (1,885 psi) | 530°C (986 °F)

MST040

3-15 MW

140 bar (2,031 psi) | 540°C (1004 °F)

MST050

5-30 MW

140 bar (2,031 psi) | 540°C (1004 °F)

MST060

15-55 MW

140 bar (2,031 psi) | 540°C (1004 °F)

MST080

25-75 MW

140 bar (2,031 psi) | 540°C (1004 °F)

MST100

40-140 MW

140 bar (2,031 psi) | 540°C (1004 °F)

MST200

70-180 MW

140 bar (2,031 psi) | 540°C (1004 °F)

MAN turbine specifications.

PowerGen

Electrical Power
MWe

Electrical Efficiency

NOx (gas) ppmvd
@15%O2

Exhaust gas temp.
°C

MGT single shaft

6.6 - 8.9

up to 34.7%

9

up to 520

MechDrive

Mechanical Power

Efficiency

NOx (gas) ppmvd
@15%O2

MGT twin shaft

6.6 - 8.3

up to 35.0%

9

MAN steam turbine during assembly.
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MAN Energy Solutions is responding on many
fronts. This includes electrolyzers and power-to-X
solutions, industrial-scale heat pumps as well as
CCUS, LAES (Liquid Air Energy Storage), CAES
(Compressed Air Energy Storage), and the further
development of gas turbines and reciprocating
engines). All MAN gas turbines can burn 20%
hydrogen standard (up to 40% as an option).
Depending on market requirements, they will be
capable of burning up to 100% hydrogen either
new or as retrofits.
“We are improving our gas turbines to make
them more robust in terms of cyclic operation
modes, while also improving hot start capability,”
said Wiers. “Stable, low-emission part-load behavior also characterizes our gas turbine family.”
MAN supplies utilities, compressor stations,
and industrial production sites with MGT series
gas turbine packages. Single-shaft engines for
power generation feature a range from 6.6 to 8.9
MW electrical. As twin-shafts, the MGTs drive
compressors and pumps (6.8 - 8.3 MW mech).
The MGT single-shaft engine is suited to simple cycle and CHP applications. With efficiencies
of up to 34.7% and exhaust temperatures of up to
520°C, service intervals are up to 40.000 EOH. A
recent project in Germany involved replacing an
aging gas turbine with a new one to fulfil current
and projected emission standards. In addition, it
needed the capability to burn 20% hydrogen
blends and a commitment to extend to 100% by
2030. A similar Brownfield project in Germany is
currently in the commissioning phase.
The company’s steam turbines are usually
configured to meet customer and market requirements and thus are not “off-the-shelf” products. In
the power range of 1 to 180 MW, it can scale the
turbine within its modular system and equip it
with the required admission extraction. This
approach allows steam turbine configuration
regardless of the application. MAN steam turbines
can be flexibly adapted in regard to volume flow,
admissions and extractions.
MAN’s MST series steam turbines can be
used for power generation and mechanical drive
applications and cover the 1 MW to 180 MW
range. Models include MST 010, 020, 040, 050,
060, 080, 100, and 120. Each can be equipped
with a condensing or a back pressure module,
and can contain an extraction or an admission,
or a few of them. The exhaust module can be
axial or radial downwards, also the whole inlet
module depends on the inlet temperature and
pressure of the steam. Up to the power range of
10 MW, the blading can be either impulse
or reaction.
20
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They are in high demand. Last year, MAN
received many steam turbine orders for applications such as PTA, FCC, air separation, nitric
acid, blast furnace, paper IPP, distillery, and
sugar. Mechanical testing of steam turbines as well
as string tests of the entire train are part of
MAN’s capabilities.
The company is developing a low-emission
combustor for 100% hydrogen, which will be
available in 2025. The Wobbe index of hydrogen
fuel is similar to natural gas and, thus, the sizing of
the fuel system and other components will not
require significant changes in terms of volume.

MITSUBISHI POWER

To preparae for future demands, Mitsubishi
Power is expanding and integrating its T-Point 2
facility with Hydrogen Park, a new facility for systematic validation of the entire hydrogen value
chain from production to power generation.
Mitsubishi Power has announced its 30% hydrogen co-firing for large frame gas turbines and will
use Takasago Hydrogen Park to commercialize
small and large frame gas turbines on a path to
100% hydrogen firing starting in 2025. Its
Hydaptive green hydrogen packages augment
renewables with on-demand power from gas turbines and lithium-ion battery storage, and green
hydrogen production and storage.

“Aeroderivative gas turbines fulfill urgent
requirements, including disaster relief and
emergency power,” said Bill Newsom,
Mitsubishi Power Americas.
The company is developing partnerships to
create hydrogen hubs and infrastructure throughout North America. The first hub, a joint venture
with Magnum Development, is the Advanced
Clean Energy Storage hub in Delta, Utah. The
utility-scale hub will use renewable power to produce green hydrogen through electrolysis.
Hydrogen will be stored in a salt dome at the site,
using technology that has operated for 30 years in
the U.S. Gulf Coast. Stored renewable hydrogen
can be used for intra-day power when wind and
solar availability are limited, as well as providing
seasonal energy storage. Another hydrogen hub is
being developed in North Dakota in partnership
with Bakken Energy. This hub will include facilities that produce, store, transport, and consume
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Mitsubishi Steam Turbine Product Portfolio
Applicable output range (MW)
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800
Steam turbines
for geothermal
power plants
Steam turbines for
industrial plants

SRT (Single cylinder
Reheat Turbine)
150MW-230MW
• 1-on-1 single shaft or
multi-shaft
• Single casing design
allows for a Compact/
Economical solution

LP
2LP
4LP
HP/LP
HP/IP/LP
HP-IP/LP
HP/IP-LP
HP/IP-1(2)LP

Steam turbines
for thermal
power plants

TC2F/TC4F (Tandem
Compound HP/IP+1 or 2 LP)
200 MW-500MW
• 1-on-1 single shaft or
multi-shaft
• Also applicable on 2-on-1
or 3-on-1
• LP Downward or Side
exhaust capability

HP/IP-1(2)LP
HP-IP
2LP
HP-IP-2(3)LP

Steam turbines
for nuclear
power plants

HP-2(3)LP
HP: High pressure turbine

IP:Intermediate pressure turbine

© 2022 Mitsubishi Power Americas, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

clean hydrogen. It will be connected by pipeline to
other clean hydrogen hubs being developed
throughout North America.
Bill Newsom, President and CEO, Mitsubishi
Power Americas, noted that many customers now
require power generation equipment to deliver
power in extremely short lead times, sometimes
from contract to commercial operation less than
four months. In these cases, compact, lightweight,
aeroderivative packages can be an ideal solution.
These units are capable of running on natural gas,
liquid fuel, LPG, and in the future, hydrogen
blends. The company addresses such needs with
its MobilePac units, which are modular and can
be delivered and installed quickly. For example, it
supplied a five-unit turnkey project in early 2021
that entered commercial operation 110 days after
the contract was signed.
The FT8 MobilePac gas turbine is offered as
a 31 MW mobile generation package and a 30
or 60 MW stationary package. The design
enables fast-track installation and commissioning, as well as demobilization and relocation
with minimal crew.
The FT4000 SwiftPac gas turbine combines
the open cycle efficiency of an aeroderivative
engine and design robustness. It offers greater
than 41% simple-cycle efficiency with package
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LP: Low pressure turbine

Wide range of Output inc Duct Firing Capability

output up to 144 MW. Utilizing the core technology derived from the Pratt & Whitney PW4000
turbo-fan engine, the SwiftPac can provide peaking and baseload power with a compact footprint.

M501JAC gas turbine rendering

fuel
air

Burner front view
No swirling flow
High velocity
Shorter pre-mixer
Reduce
Flashback risk

Multi-cluster (DLN combustor)
DLN = Dry Low NOx

Distributed nozzle
flame

Reduce NOx

Mitsubishi’s new multi-cluster DLN combustor design.
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Beyond aeroderivatives, Mitsubishi Power provides a wide range of gas turbines ranging from 31
to 574 MW in both the 60 and 50 Hz markets.
Here is a summary:
H-25 Series gas turbines (41 MW) were developed for utility customers and industrial customers
in both 50 Hz and 60 Hz regions. The first unit
entered into commercial operation in 1988.
The H-100 Series two-shaft gas turbines first
entered commercial operation in 2010 (105.8
MW, 60 Hz; 16.4 MW, 50 Hz).
The 1,500°C M501G gas turbine for 60 Hz
power generation uses steam for cooling combustors. The GAC Series, which is the current model,
adopts air-cooled combustors in place of conventional steam-cooled combustors. It uses compressor discharge air for cooling combustors to add
operational flexibility by eliminating the need for
steam for cooling from the bottoming cycle.
J Series gas turbines are an integration of the
G Series and technologies for temperature
increase as a result of the Japanese national project for the development of 1,700°C class gas turbines. They operate at a turbine inlet temperature
of 1,600°C. M501JAC Series gas turbines adopt
air cooling for combustors instead of steam cooling. With a performance equivalent to the M501J,
they produce a high level of operability including
a shorter start-up time. The M501JAC offers efficiency greater than 64% and reliability of 99.5%.
It emits low levels of NOx, CO2, UHC and VOC.
The JAC starts up and shuts down quickly. The
installed fleet of J-Series gas turbines has accumulated more than 1.6 million hours of operating
experience with 47 units in operation.
“With the increased emphasis on decarbonization, power producers are choosing hydrogen
pathways to support their clean energy transition,” said Newsom. “At commercial operation,
the gas turbine is capable of operating on a mixture of 30% hydrogen and 70% natural gas, which
can be increased to 100% hydrogen in the future
with minimal infrastructure modification.”
To achieve 100% hydrogen, a new multi-cluster combustor technology derived from Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries’ (MHI) heavy launch rocket division is in development. With higher hydrogen
concentrations, the risk of flashback rises, as does
the concentration of NOx. Because the combustor
must enable efficient mixing of hydrogen and air
as well as provide stable combustion, the distributed lean-burning combustor incorporates multiple upgraded fuel delivery nozzles with smaller
openings. It mixes injected air and hydrogen,
without using a swirler nozzle, making the mixing
possible on a small scale and allowing for
22
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low-NOx combustion. Several multi-cluster combustors, each consisting of multiple cluster burners
in a can-type cylindrical liner and casing, are radially mounted at an angle to the compressor section casting to provide a dry low-NOx (DLN)
combustion solution for hydrogen-rich fuels.

SIEMENS ENERGY

Siemens Energy thinks that the world is shifting
towards a more diverse energy landscape consisting of many small, decentralized power providers,
consumers and prosumers looking for reliable and
affordable operations with less emissions closer to
where the energy is used.

“Interest in fossil-free fuels from
customers is high,” said Hans Holmström,
Siemens Energy.
Many customers in the industry operate aged
assets, some coal-fired. For them the first step is to
increase their energy efficiency. This can be
achieved by switching to the latest generation of
turbines, as well as modifying and upgrading
existing assets or better utilization of waste heat
and optimization of plant performance.
Hans Holmström, Head of the Industrial Gas
Turbine business at Siemens Energy, cites the
International Energy Agency prediction that renewables will meet 80% of global electricity demand
growth during the next decade. That will require
energy storage complemented by gas turbines.

Siemens Energy technician inspecting a turbine
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BAKER HUGHES

Baker Hughes stresses several trends impacting the industry.
On the one hand, there is the ever-increasing use of data coupled with digital tools, machine learning, and artificial intelligence to improve diagnostics and inspection technologies. This
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“As part of our decarbonization
efforts, we are focused on the fuel
flexibility of our turbomachinery
portfolio, including our NovaLT
and other aeroderivative turbines,”
said Chris Barkey, Baker Hughes.
allows higher reliability and availability, lower maintenance,
and overall lower cost of ownership. Additionally, there is the
drive for the reduction in harmful emissions and decarbonization. This has led to breakthroughs in combustion, fuel flexibility, carbon sequestration, and increased efficiency.
The NovaLT family of gas turbines for the 5-20 MW range
is suitable for power generation and mechanical drive applications. They can reach over 37% efficiency in simple-cycle configuration, and up to 85% in cogeneration, thanks to the high
exhaust temperature. Carbon emissions for NovaLT16 and
NovaLT12 gas turbines have been reduced by 50% due to
material and testing optimization and machining time minimized by design optimization.
2510 Metropolitan Drive | Trevose, PA 19053 | United States | Tel. 215‐639‐0900 | sales@s‐k.com

“GTs will be a cornerstone of the grid infrastructure but
with a new role as backup power instead of peaking units, and
as flexible mid-merit combined cycle plants instead of baseload
plants,” said Holmström.
He added that gas turbine generator sets, whether in open
cycle, combined cycle or cogeneration configuration, offer
some of the highest efficiencies possible across a wide range of
power outputs. With natural gas, the fossil fuel with the lowest
carbon content, they produce among the lowest CO2 emissions
per kWh generated. To decarbonize power generation further,
green fuels such as hydrogen or biofuels can fully or partially
displace natural gas.
Holmström also touts the efficiency and flexibility of CHP
technology. When a CHP plant is combined with heat storage,
the possibility to transition to green hydrogen with gas turbines such as the SGT-700 and SGT-800 enables further
decarbonization of thermal energy use and at the same time
provides renewable balancing power to the grid to allow a
large share of wind and solar, he said.
Siemens Energy has released a hydrogen blending capability with natural gas with DLE (dry low emissions) technology
between 30 and 75% by volume, depending on the gas turbine
model. The company has set out a roadmap for achieving
a 100% hydrogen with DLE by 2030 at the latest. It has sold
an H2 upgrade to an existing customer, a chemical plant in
Brazil, and is installing a new H2-ready SGT-800 gas turbine
to the city of Leipzig, Germany. At the Braskem ABC petrochemical complex in São Paulo, the company has designed a
CHP plant fueled with residual process gas (up to 60% hydrogen) that allows the petrochemical giant to reduce water use
and carbon dioxide emissions. Two SGT-600 gas turbines will
generate 38 MW and provide 160 tons of steam per hour.
The Siemens Energy SGT-800 is a single-shaft gas turbine
for power and heat generation, where the performance/efficiency has been optimized for combined cycle applications.
Over the 25 years that the unit has been on the market, more
than 460 units have been sold to all continents. It is suitable for
baseload, intermediate load, peak load, and grid support
thanks to high inertia. It’s also designed for future upgrade
possibilities in regard to efficiency, power, and fuels as they
become available. The SGT-800 can be offered as a package,
power island, power block, or a turnkey power plant. It’s
designed for frequent starts and stops. It can already operate
with up to 75 % hydrogen with a roadmap to reach 100%. It
offers 15 ppm NOx on natural gas fuel and about 60% combined cycle efficiency. The latest 62 MW package offers 2-pole
generator with sound screens, acoustic generator enclosure as
optional, single-sided air intake system as standard, and a sliding door arrangement.

www.s‐k.com

Throttle Trip Valves

3” - 24” to 2500# Class

Non Return Valves

4” - 30” to 1500# Class
Designed in accordance
with applicable codes
• ASME BPVC Section VIII
• ANSI B16.34 & B16.5
• API 611
• NEMA SM23/24

Service and repair locations in
Texas, California and Pennsylvania
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95%
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The Baker Hughes hydrogen turbine portfolio.

Baker Hughes NovaLT12 gas turbine.

The NovaLT family accommodates hydrogen
as well as other lower-carbon fuels such as ammonia. These turbines can burn methane gas and
hydrogen blends with as little as 5% to as much as
100% hydrogen. The company is working with a
range of customers, from gas network providers
in Italy and Greece to leverage their existing
infrastructure to allow up to 10% hydrogen.
Baker Hughes also has a relationship with to Air
Products for whom it is providing 100% hydrogen fueled NovaLT16 turbines for a net-zero
hydrogen energy complex in Alberta, Canada.
24
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Baker Hughes’ portfolio approach to CCUS
aims to design optimized solutions by application,
recognizing there is no single approach. It recently
joined a strategic partnership with and invested
in NET Power to advance the technical and
commercial deployment of NET Power’s lowcost, electric power system that generates no
atmospheric emissions and inherently captures all
carbon dioxide. The development of supercritical
CO2 turboexpanders is part of the arrangement.
“We are investing in a portfolio of carbon capture technologies including chilled ammonia,
compact carbon capture, and the mixed salt process,” said Chris Barkey, Chief Technology
Officer, Turbomachinery & Process Solutions,
Baker Hughes.

GE GAS POWER

GE Gas Power is bullish about the gas generation
market through the rest of the decade. Beyond
that, Brian Gutknecht, Chief Marketing Officer
for GE Gas Power, believes scenarios will diverge
depending on which combination of technologies
drive longer-term reduction of CO2 emissions.
“In any event, we see gas generation playing a
valuable, but changing role as it is relied upon

GE 7HA.03 gas turbine.
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“Gas generation will grow
through at least 2030,”
said Brian Gutknecht,
GE Gas Power.
Gas turbine
model

9HA
7HA
9F
7F
GT13E2
9E
LMS100
7E
6F.03
LM9000
6F.01
LM6000
6B
LM2500xpress
LM2500
TM2500

Simple
cycle
output
(MW)

Simple
combined
cycle
cycle
efficiency efficiency

448-571
290-430
288-314
201-239
195-210
132-147
116
90
88
72
57
53
45
37
34
37

>44%
>43%
>38%
>38%
>38%
>37%
>42%
>34%
>37%
>40%
>38%
>40%
>33%
>39%
>38%
>36%

>64%
>64%
>60%
>60%
>55%
>55%
>51%
>52%
>57%
>54%
>57%
>55%
>52%
>55%
>54%
>50%

Steam
turbine model Output (MW) Pressure (bar)

STF-D650
STF-D600
STF-A650
STF-D200
STF-A200
STF-A100

150-475
150-700
150-300
150-400
50-250
25-125

185
185
185
140
140
140

Hz

50
60
50
60
50
50
50/60
60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60
50/60

Temperature
(c)

600/600 RH
600/600 RH
600/600 RH
565
565
565

GE’s gas and steam turbines

more and more to balance supply from renewables,” said Gutknecht. “Developments in hydrogen-based power generation and carbon capture
and sequestration (CCS) solutions mean that gas
turbines can be a destination technology and not
just a bridging technology.”
The company provides a broad range of turbines as follows:
GE’s 7HA.03 at 430 MW, for example, is
capable of more than 1,280 MW and 64% efficiency (5,331 Btu/kWh LHV net plant heat rate)
in a 2-on-1 combined cycle configuration with a
ramp rate of 150 MW/minute and turndown to
15% load. The combined cycle plant can start up
in less than 30 minutes (rapid response hot start).
The gas turbine is capable of up to a 50% blend of
hydrogen today, with a technology pathway to
enable 100% capability within the decade.
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GE already has over 100 units worldwide that
have run fully or partially on hydrogen or hydrogen-like fuels and accumulated over 8 million operating hours. At Long Ridge Energy Terminal in
Ohio, for example, there is a demonstration project
burning hydrogen in a commercially operating GE
H-Class gas turbine. This marks a first step in Long
Ridge’s plans to generate carbon-free electricity by
transitioning its natural gas plant to run on 100%
hydrogen over the next decade. In Europe, with
Uniper, GE Gas Power has started a hydrogen
plant readiness assessment to enable operations
using blends of natural gas up to 40% by volume
hydrogen, targeting the decarbonization of a 1.365
GW plant over the next decade.
“We see gas power with carbon capture as a
logical near-term pathway to cutting CO2 emissions,” said Gutknecht. “Post-combustion carbon
capture can be installed on both new and existing
assets, and amine- based carbon capture is the most
mature technology, though many options exist.”

ANSALDO ENERGIA

Ansaldo Energia gas and steam turbines are displayed on the next page. The Ansaldo GT36
evolved from the GT26. It offers high efficiency at
full and part load, low emissions, a high turn-down
capability courtesy of sequential combustion, and
fuel flexibility. Its window for emission-compliant
operation is larger than many other combustors.
The G36 has a capacity of 538 MW. It has an
axial compressor with variable inlet guide vanes,
and a compressor-side driven generator. The turbine is axial and air-cooled. The sequential combustor is Dry Low NOx.

Solar Turbines Titan 250 installation (see following page).
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Ansaldo Energia manufactures a complete range of heavy duty gas
turbines for power generations, featured by proven technology and
state of the art improvements

Ansaldo Energia Gas Turbines
AE94.2

AE64.3

AE94.3A

191 MW

80 MW

340 MW

Single shaft, disk type with Hirtl serration and central tie rod, air cooled

◆ Rotor

GT26

GT36

370 MW

538 MW

Single shaft, solid welded, air cooled

Axial with inlet variable guide vanes compressor-side driven generator
Axial air cooled advance material

◆ Compressor

4 stages

1HP and 3LP stages

4 stages

1 Annular combustor

Cannular combustors

Gas and oil dry low NOx burners

EV&SEV combustion**
gas dry low NOx burners

Sequential burner
gas dry low NOx

Compact dimensions
for many application
(barge solution
available)

Proven & high efficiency F class

State-of-the-art technology
Low specific investment coast

2 Sylo combustors

◆ Turbine

◆C
 ombusition
system

Axial air cooled advance material OTC*

Annular combustors

Top class reliability
Special application for
non-conventional fuels

◆ Key features

H2 capability
with more than
250,000 EOH
of field experience

Proven technology
Environmentally sustainable with no water waste
(both gas and oil operation)
Fast start up and high ramp rates: optimal solutions
for peak plants and grid support
Long intervals between inspections and easy replacement
of critical parts: smart and low cost maintenance

Low specific fuel cost
Low CO2 footprint
High operating flexibility: high turn down
and part load efficiency
High fuel flexibility and H2 capability
* Once through cooler

Ansaldo Energia Steam Turbines
GEOTHERMAL

Ansaldo Energia steam turbines are capable of meeting a wide range
of steam cycles, site conditions and operating modes.

NON-REHEAT

REHEAT

GEO
15-150 MW

MT10
40-250 MW

MT20
100-350 MW

MT15
100-300 MW

RT30
150-1000 MW

Single or double cylinder
special materials
Erosion protection
Several arrangements
to match different
site conditions

Single cylinder
HP/LP opposite
or straight flow
Axial or downward
exhaust up to
140 bar steam

2 or more cylinder
HP single flow
LP double flow
Side or downward
exhaust up to
140 bar steam

2 cylinder
HP single flow
IP/LP opposite flow
Axial or downward
exhaust up to
170 bar steam

3 or more cylinders
HP/IP single flow
LP double flow
Side or downward
exhaust up to
280 bar steam

At the cutting edge of
geothermal turbine
technology

Compact solution
for non-reheat cycle
Typical for E-class GT cycles

Versatile for several
applications: CHP, E-class
GT cycles multi or single
shaft arrangement

The workhorse
of the fleet
Typical for F-class
GT cycles

For large reheat
cycle application
Typical for F/H-class
GT cycles

SOLAR TURBINES

Solar Turbines offers gas turbines packages from
1–23 MW. They are used around the world in the
development of oil, natural gas and power generation projects, both onshore and offshore. They
include gas turbine engines, gas compressors, and
gas turbine-powered compressor, mechanicaldrive, and generator set packages. The company
offers a number of different product lines. Some
are mainly used in oil & gas while others are used
in power generation and in other fields.
26
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• Its Titan turbines range from the 16.5 MW
Titan 130 up to the 23 MW of the Titan 250.
• The Mars 100 provides 11.3 MW.
• The Solar Taurus line ranges from the
Taurus 60 at 5.6 MW to the Taurus 70 at
8.2 MW.
• The Mercury 50 provides 4.6 MW.
• Centaur turbines offer between 3.5 and
4.6 MW.
• The Saturn 20 provides 1.2 MW. ■
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COMPRESSORS

IMPELLER DESIGN

Leakage Flowing Through The Impeller Front Side Cavity
Is The Primary Cause Of Rotor Self-Excitation
BY MICHAEL KENWORTHY

O
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MAIN FLOW

VANES

ne of the greatest limitations of
centrifugal compressors and
pumps is that they prefer to operate at a specific revolution speed.
Any move away from the best efficiency
point (BEP) has a cost due to inefficiencies of a mismatch in the angles of incidence in the main flow, as well as
limitations imposed by the growing
imbalances in the secondary flows that
potentially excite the rotor.
Leakage flowing through the impeller front and the back side cavities is
referred to as secondary flow vs. the
main flow through the impeller itself.
Side cavities provide an alternate flow
pathway (back to suction) through gaps
at the impeller tip and eye/shaft seals.
Ignoring flow reversals in the main flow,
aggregate radial flow through the front
cavity is always from periphery to eye
seal. Aggregate flow through the back
cavity can be in either direction, depending on operating conditions and whether
it is a mid- or final-stage of the machine.
In any event, given the much larger pressure differential from periphery to hub
in the front side cavity vs. the back,
together with its associated higher leakage rate, forces acting on the rotor and
generated in the front cavity are much
more responsible for rotor self-excitation.
Only front side cavity effects will be discussed further.
Self-excitation refers to the phenomenon where impeller rotation induces
swirl in the front side cavity, and in turn,
this energy (momentum) contained in
the fluid (pre-swirl) drives self-excitation.
The rotating shroud induces fluid rotation in the front side cavity. Bulk swirl
velocity in a front side cavity having no
leakage flow is steady at ~.45x. Swirl
velocity of leakage flow entering through
the impeller tip gap is ~1.0x. Therefore,

New impeller front side cavity design having
an enlarged cavity to accommodate an
annular disc with de-swirl vanes affixed to
the casing wall, resulting in three distinct
adjoining annular cavities, in part to diffuse,
de-swirl and shunt entering leakage to hub
away from rotating shroud

the rate (and dynamic nature) of transit
leakage flowing through the impeller
front side cavity is responsible for the
extent and dynamic nature of swirl
velocity in the cavity. In turn, these
changes in the leakage rate impact the
magnitude of radial oscillations of the
rotor and the level of axial thrust forces
produced in the cavity.
The level of axial thrust generated in
the front side cavity is a product of the
bulk pressure in the cavity and the
shroud area/ profile. In a front side cavity having no leakage flow, the rotating

shroud centrifuges fluid, inducing a bulk
fluid swirl velocity of ~.45x. A pressure
decline toward the hub is established to
recirculate the centrifuged fluid.
Increasing the bulk swirl velocity reduces the pressure near the hub even more,
reducing axial thrust forces generated in
the cavity, therefore increasing residual
axial thrust toward the thrust bearing at
front. Leakage entering through the impeller tip gap has a high swirl component (~1.0x). Commonly during extreme
operating conditions, the leakage rate increases dramatically and has a highly-variable/dynamic/chaotic character.
This translates directly into the extent
and dynamic nature of the level of axial
thrust generated.
Radial displacement of the rotor is
impacted by changes in the swirl velocity in the front side cavity in two ways.
First, fluid in the front cavity imposes
viscous drag forces on the rotating
shroud, so the level of radial damping
provided by the shroud is affected by
the bulk swirl velocity in the cavity.
These viscous damping effects on the
shroud have been found to exceed those
imposed at the eye seal by two times or
more in high-pressure applications.
Therefore, increasing swirl velocity via
increased leakage will reduce damping,
which increases the rotor orbit. Second,
increasing bulk swirl velocity increases
cross-coupled stiffness (k) at the eye seal
and along rotating shroud, and increasing k increases the range of positive
whirl where tangential forces are destabilizing. The result is a sub-synchronous resonance at whirl speed (inducing
whirl, and potentially whip).
Leakage increases with eye seal wear
or damage. As noted, increasing leakage
reduces radial damping, increasing the
rotor orbit. Also, increasing leakage
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increases the swirl velocity in the cavity,
reducing pressure near the eye seal, and
therefore increasing residual axial thrust
toward the front. The thrust bearing must
accommodate the full range of anticipated axial thrust forces generated in the
cavity over the life of the eye seals. Seal
wear is a major determinant regarding
mean-time-between-service intervals.

APPROACHING STALL

As revolution speed declines below BEP
and the machine approaches stall, the
leakage rate grows dramatically and
becomes increasingly volatile and circumferentially non-uniform. Stall is
characterized by partial to full flow
reversals in the main flow, and these
conditions migrate into the front cavity
through the impeller tip gap and heavily
impact pre-swirl in the front cavity.
Given their linkage to the leakage rate,
the radial orbit and axial thrust generation are directly affected. The forces
generated can be violent and destructive,
especially when compounded by
increased leakage associated with worn
or damaged eye seals. Given startups
and shutdowns, operating within stall
cannot be fully avoided.
To address the negative consequences
of high or variable swirl velocity in the
front side cavity, the primary tool has
been circumferential protrusions/ fins
affixed to the casing that oppose tangential flow, destroying the swirling flow
structure. They are often employed near
the eye seal entrance (so-called swirl
breaks) to improve entrance conditions
to increase damping and reduce
cross coupling.
In higher-pressure applications where
self-excitation is of greater concern, protruding fins are sometimes employed in
the periphery of the cavity (thrust breaks).
They reduce bulk swirl velocity in the
cavity to reduce residual axial thrust, to
increase damping and to mute excitation
sources. Thrust breaks are avoided whenever possible because of their not small
efficiency penalty. They waste the energy
contained in swirl; and eddy structures
formed in the wake of thrust breaks
evolve with rotating speed, making their
performance not as uniform/ predictable
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as would be desired along the full radial
length of the shroud and at the eye seal
entrance. Their benefits plateau at high
revolution speeds.
To summarize, transit leakage
through the front side cavity is the greatest contributor to the self-excitation phenomenon in centrifugal compressors and
pumps, having a significant impact on
both radial displacement and residual
axial thrust generation.

PERIPHERAL DIFFUSER WITH
RETURN CHANNEL

One possible solution is a peripheral diffuser and return channel for secondary
flow in the front side cavity. The front
cavity is enlarged, and an annular disc
with de-swirl vanes (on the casing side) is
attached to the casing wall. A ring is press
fit into the periphery of the front side
cavity (see diagram on previous page).
Fluid circulates radially around an
annular disc, and flow is circumferentially diffused at the periphery. Fluid is
centrifuged out by the rotating shroud
and flows into peripheral diffuser.
Leakage enters through impeller tip gap
and flows into peripheral diffuser. The
peripheral diffuser promotes circumferential equalization of fluid. Fluid exits
the peripheral diffuser at its inner radius,
flowing into a side cavity adjacent to casing having de-swirl vanes that efficiently
remove swirl and redirects flow to eye
seal. The swirl velocity of the fluid at the
exit of the vanes near the eye seal is circumferentially uniform, as is pressure,
which is slightly above impeller tip pressure. Its design and function are similar
to part of the main flow in a mid-stage
section (an open diffuser, 180° bend and
return channel to hub).
This front side cavity design creates a
tortuous pathway to protect areas most
susceptible to excitation (eye seal
entrance and along rotating front
shroud) from the primary excitation
source (impeller tip leakage). It provides
near-optimal conditions at the eye seal
entrance (no swirl and circumferentially
uniform in pressure) as well as along the
rotating shroud (no swirl, circumferentially uniform in pressure, and an outward-only radial flow (inward transit

leakage flow is shunted to the hub separately). Changes in the leakage rate are
now de-linked from affecting the radial
orbit of rotor or the level of axial thrust
forces generated in the front cavity. In
effect, there is no potential for self-excitation due to forces generated in the
front side cavity.
By eliminating the potential for self-excitation, a number of rotordynamic limitations are removed, expanding the operating
envelope. Rotordynamic imbalances occurring during stall and surge are caused primarily by the effects of leakage flowing
through the front side cavity. Now that leakage is shunted away and conditioned separate from areas susceptible to excitation, it is
likely that the instability thresholds encountered on either side of BEP will be pushed
out if not eliminated. Given that swirl velocity in the front cavity is de-linked from leakage rate changes, there is no potential for
whirl or whip, so these operating regions
need not be avoided. Additionally, as the
flow pattern in the side cavity with rotating
shroud is similar to that of a pressurized
spindle bearing (circumferentially-uniform
pressurized fluid fed at hub, and outward-only radial flow with no pre-swirl),
significantly higher revolution speeds may
be attainable.
Compared to thrust breaks, this
design provides a better solution to preswirl in the cavity and self-excitation,
including the potential for higher revolution speeds. Importantly, the efficiency
penalty is much less than with thrust
breaks, if any at all. ■

Michael Kenworthy is
President of Technology
Commercialization Corp.,
a private venture capital
firm located in Vermont specializing in
early-stage technology. For more
information, MWKen77@gmail.com.
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GROUTS FOR
TURBOMACHINERY

How to Correctly Apply Grouting and Enhance Plant Safety
BY VANCE POOL

W

hen installing or resetting a piece of
equipment, grouts play a crucial role in
the long-term performance of the
pump, motor, or other type of machinery. Improper grouting can cause premature failure of expensive equipment.
Grouts are generally divided into one of two
types, cementitious based grouts or epoxy grouts.
Cementitious grouts are used in applications
where the loads are static. Equipment generally
has vibrations and other non-static loads, so they
require epoxy grouts. We will focus on epoxy
grouts here.
Other than vibration, there are other reasons
epoxy grouts are ideal for making equipment and
its foundation function as one unit:
• Develop a greater bond to steel than cementbased grouts.
• Form a higher bond to concrete than the concrete’s tensile strength.
• Higher compressive strengths than the concrete they are attached to, generally within
24-48 hours.
• When properly mixed and applied, they provide a bearing area greater than 90%.
• They come prepacked so proper proportioning
should always be correct.
• Accommodate many chemicals that would
react with cement-based materials.
Epoxy grouts come in a number of “flavors”
to meet different needs. Flowable grouts are
made to flow at a rate that they can fill a void.
This property is required for almost any project.
All epoxy grouts are sensitive to temperature
differences. Flow rates slow and cure times
extend based on the ambient temperature. Note
that grout should not be stored in the cold or hot
just prior to installation as a temperature difference of as little as 10 degrees can make a significant difference.
Deep pour grouts are formulated to create less
heat when setting so they can be applied in bigger
30
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Epoxy grout placed (the dark grey material) for a large piece of equipment.

New epoxy grouts have been developed which
create very little dust.
lifts and deeper sections. There are also highstrength or extreme grouts that produce much
higher ultimate strength when needed. Lastly,
there are highly chemical-resistant grouts for use
in the most demanding, harsh environments.
Installing grouts is straightforward. Concrete
foundations or bases should be 28 days old so they
have achieved strength and drying shrinkage has
taken place. Surface preparation should conform to
a surface profile of 5-7 according to ICRI
(International Concrete Repair Institute) Guideline
310.2, exposing the coarse aggregate of the concrete. Clean any residue with a vacuum, pressure
wash, vacuum the water, and let it dry completely.
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Euclid Chemicals DL technology aggregrate on the right, traditional grout on the left.

Forms must be tight, and the metal surface being attached should
receive a suitable primer. Once this is complete, mix the epoxy. If
there is a significant amount of epoxy, care should be taken to
have a mixing process in place so there is a constant stream of
material available until the void is filled. Place the epoxy by pouring it through the openings in the base. This is an abbreviated set
of instructions to understand the process. Confirm the process
with your specific grout manufacturer.

GROUTING AND SAFETY

One aspect of grouting that is receiving more attention of late is
how the choice of grouting material impacts personnel and
plant safety. During the mixing of grout materials, a great deal
of dust thrown in the air. This presents a hazard and adequate
safety precautions must be followed.
In recent years, however, new epoxy grouts have been developed which create very little dust. This safety advancement is a
boon for installers and anyone else in the proximity of the project. DL (dustless) technology grouts are the future of the grouting industry. With a greater emphasis in most plants and jobsites
on safety, dust limiting grout is finding wider application within
the turbomachinery industry. ■
A. Vance Pool is National Resource Manager at Euclid
Chemical Company of Houston, TX. Euclid Chemical provides cementitious and epoxy grouts including DL products.
For more information call (281) 836-1276 or visit euclidchemical.com. You can also view a video on DL Technology at www.
euclidchemical.com/help-support/video-library/
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Excellence in
gas turbine air
management

Maximize turbine performance while
meeting noise requirements:
Dürr Universal is your trusted source for
simple and combined cycle turbine air
management systems. Our comprehensive
turn-key air inlet and exhaust products
and services assures you of a safe and
successful project.

www.durr-universal.com
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GAS TURBINE FILTRATION
A Mobile Test Rig Case Study
BY TIM NICHOLAS & JIM LENOX

E

nvironmental contaminants affect gas
turbine performance. Sand, dust, salt,
and other elements present in the huge
volumes of air consumed by turbines can
impact aerodynamic performance, corrode
metal parts inside the machine, and lead to failure. The local environment can contain high
volumes of sand, salt if near to the coast, excessive rainfall, elevated levels of moisture from
mist, fog, or high humidity levels, or a combination of any of these with seasonal variations.
Inlet filtration houses are installed to protect the machines from contaminants. Their
design needs to be specific to the environmental conditions of each installation. But how do
we know how filters will perform against realworld conditions? To gain an in-depth understanding, mobile test rigs (MTRs) were
deployed across the globe to review the performance of filters in four different environmental
conditions: Coastal sites in the northeast of the
United States (MTR4) and west coast of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (MTR3), as well as
inland sites in the Midwest of the United States
(MTR2) near its geographic center, and a desert plateau in the center of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia (MTR1). These provided a range
of conditions, namely coastal low dust (MTR4),
coastal high dust (MTR3), inland low dust
(MTR2), and inland high dust (MTR1). All
equipment, flow rates, and filters were
standardized.
The study ran for 6,000 fired and instrument
hours, covering all four seasons. Performance
data and weather conditions were recorded to
identify any abnormalities. Each MTR can run
multiple stages of filtration, including a coalescer
stage in the weather hoods, pulsing cartridge filters, and downstream vCells stage. Each rig is
built to run two independent, identical wind tunnels side by side with multiple filters in each
stage, enabling direct performance comparisons.
At the high-efficiency cartridge stage, it is possible to run six filter sets per wind tunnel, all capable of being pulse cleaned.
As well as comparing known filters in the
industry, having two wind tunnels in each
32
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Coastal low dust site.

Inland high dust site.
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A filtration solution needs to protect high-performance
gas turbines from different contaminants, seasonal
variants, and distinctive environmental conditions.
Clearcurrent ASSURE Filter
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Figure 1: Differential pressure spikes during mist and fog events without coalescers.
Small moisture droplets present in mist and fog can restrict air flow through fine
filtration media.

CARTRIDGE FILTERS

Wind Tunnel 1 Coalescer

Coalescer Pressure Loss (lnwg)

The importance of being able to test multiple
high efficiency products at the same time can be
seen from a trial completed in MTR2 (inland
high dust). The test rig had two different filtration product types running, one in each wind
tunnel with identical test parameters. After six
months of operation, a distinct shift in their effectiveness became evident (Figure 3). As current
industry testing standards utilize accelerated test
methods using a known type of test dust, they
produce radically different results. Thus, such
standards may not provide a true comparison
of products.
The effect of snow, ice and moisture can be
seen at the MTR4 (coastal low dust site) (Figure
4). The results showed sharply different reactions
to moisture over time that produced differential
pressure spikes.
The industry standard filter experienced a
greater reaction to moisture over time, producing differential pressure spikes. Such events could
lead to de-loading of the gas turbine.

· Mist

4

COALESCERS

Coalescers are usually installed near large bodies
of water, such as oceans, lakes, and rivers.
However, one of the larger reactions seen in the
MTRs on the pulse filters came from MTR2, an
inland low dust test site. Normally such an environment would be classified as benign. But
results confirmed that coalescers are beneficial in
areas that experience high levels of humidity and
fog even where no large body of water exists. As
opposed to rain or snow, moisture is formed of
tiny water droplets that can become trapped in
the matrix of the filter media and cause blockages (Figure 1).
At the MTR3 coastal high-dust installation,
the impact of high winds created minor differential pressure increases across the inlet and
coalescer stage (Figure 2). Such observations help
in the selection and design of filtration systems
and GT placement for new power plants.
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· Wind Speed
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MTR provides the capability to develop and try
new filter types without putting a gas turbine at
operational risk if it was to be tested at a larger
scale. Weather conditions that can affect filtration performance are measured, including rain,
mist, fog, snow, ice, dust and sand, and wind
speed. Each is measured and rated, including
droplet size, particle size, relative humidity,
and temperature.
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Figure 2: Observed minor pressure increases during high winds at the coastal high
dust installation
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Clearcurrent ASSURE

Industry Standard
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Figure 3: Differential pressure measurement of two products in a high dust
environment. For the first six months, performance was similar. After six months, the
differential pressure across the industry standard filter rose more rapidly compared
with Parker clearcurrent ASSURE filters.
Parker clearcurrent ASSURE Filters protecting the latest
generation gas turbines.
Industry Standard

Tim Nicholas is PowerGen Market
Manager, Gas Turbine Filtration Division,
Parker Hannifin, whose clearcurrent
ASSURE filters provide protection and
performance for advanced gas turbines.
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· Snow · Mist · Fog · Ice

4

SUMMARY

3.5

Filter Pressure Loss (lnwg)

In what appears to be low-moisture risk (inland
low dust) regions, there was a consistent reaction
to moisture, showing the benefits of installing
coalescers. Without coalescers, the inland low dust
site’s reaction to moisture is more pronounced
than coastal sites in similar conditions with
coalescers. The impact of winds on the coalescer
stage was also a notable learning from the data
set. The measured wind and associated increase in
differential pressure was significant enough that
OEMs should consider this when installing new
gas turbines.
Ultimately, a filtration solution needs to protect high-performance gas turbines from different
contaminants, seasonal variants, and distinctive
environmental conditions. While lab testing provides some guidance, it does not replace testing in
real-world conditions. ■

ClearCurrent ASSURE
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Figure 4: Differential pressure measurement of two products in a moisture-rich
environment (MTR4).

Jim Lenox is Senior Product Manager,
Gas Turbine Filtration Division, Parker
Hannifin. For more information visit
parker.com
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Read this case study at www.MDAturbines.com/Forced
Called to a forced outage, Mechanical Dynamics & Analysis (MD&A), as a full-service provider,
completed two generator stators and field rewinds and a modified hot gas path inspection.
In our 40 years, our commitment to excellence has earned customer trust for all turbinegenerator needs. We focus on delivering consistent quality and value with fast response,
superior communications, and innovative solutions. MD&A is your full-service, OEM-alternative!

Ph: +1 (518) 399-3616 | www.MDAturbines.com

PARTS | SERVICES | REPAIRS

VENDOR SPOTLIGHT

MD&A

Servicing Turbines and Generators in The Load-Following Era
BY DREW ROBB

M

any OEMs are moving away
from supporting legacy generating fleets. Yet the service
needs of this equipment have
not dissipated. In fact, that equipment
continues to provide grid stability and is
being asked to operate in conditions for
which it was not designed.
Large generating equipment, for example, is being dispatched in a load-following manner with peak demands filled
by machines designed for baseload. As
wind and solar generation wind down in
the evening due to natural conditions,
and power demand increases as a result of
people arriving home, these units are
asked to pick up that load. As a result,
utilities are asking for different solutions
to make equipment dispatchable. Maintenance remains vital so their equipment
doesn’t become unsafe to operate.
“The investment to maintain reliability is different than the investment to
maintain efficiency,” said Jay Eldridge,
Vice President of Sales & Marketing at
MD&A. “Our role as a full-service provider is to help customers make good
reliability and dispatchability maintenance decisions at a competitive cost.”
When equipment is old and nearing
end of life, users need help in extending
the life of their machines by an additional cycle until future technologies
grow to the point of displacing their
assets. Accordingly, Mechanical Dynamics
& Analysis (MD&A) aligns itself with customer requirements and their long-term
plans for assets. It provides power generators around the globe with a full-service,
OEM-alternative for services, parts, and
repairs for gas turbines, steam turbines,
and generators. Over the last 40 years, its
engineers have developed time-tested principles that produce quality repair solutions
for gas and steam turbine-generator rotors
and components.
“We make repair recommendations
based upon the owner’s intended
36
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operating plans for the unit,” said
Eldridge. “Our capabilities range from
steam turbine rotor and stationary component repair to liquid-cooled generator
rewinds, gas turbine rotor life extension,
and high-speed balance.”
MD&A provides clients with the
labor, engineering, and technical experts
necessary to address both planned and
forced outages of most types of turbines
and generators. Its capabilities range
from alignment to performance testing
and analysis, including control and excitation field engineering, consulting, and
training. The company also supplies
replacement gas and steam turbine-generator parts and components that address
reliability, life extension, and capacity
demands by providing retrofit and part
solutions. Capabilities range from gas turbine capital parts to packing and spill
strips to drop-in valve solutions.

MD&A FACILITIES

The bulk of this work is done at the
250,000 square foot MD&A turbine-generator repair facility in St.

Bucket inspection of high-pressure steam
turbine.

250,000 square foot MD&A turbine-generator repair facility located in St. Louis, Missouri, USA.
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Louis, Missouri. This includes gas turbine
repair, steam turbine repair, generator, machining, and high-pressure valve repair. The company also has a high-speed balance facility
located at the same facility in St. Louis, as well
as several parts supply facilities and sites specializing in controls and fuel nozzles.
MD&A manufacturers a wide range of
parts and components for GE, Siemens,
Alstom steam turbines, GE 7FA & 7EA gas
turbines, and 7FA and 7EA discs and wheels
to support its own rotor life extension program. It can also perform reverse engineering
to support turbine owners with short cycle,
high quality, aftermarket parts.
“Our reverse engineering experts support
everything from small consumable parts needs
to full turbine section or generator replacements,” said Eldridge. “Recently, we have added
to our inventory to include stator bar components, generator field retaining ring forgings and
complete generator field spares to allow us to
respond immediately to forced outage needs.”

RESPONDING TO INDUSTRY TRENDS

With so many turbines going through its shops,
Eldridge noted several trends such as speed of
outage execution becoming more vital. But the
demands of the current operational climate are
showing up, too, in areas such as steam turbines
exhibiting eroded last stage buckets.
“Gas turbine operators have migrated from
utilizing new capital components to running with
brown (repaired) components,” he said. “Our
engineers have observed that gas and steam turbine generators are failing more regularly, requiring both stator and field repairs/replacements to
allow the units to be returned to service.”
In response to these trends, the company has
developed an inventory plan that enables it to
respond to emergent needs during planned and
forced outages. In addition, it has developed
solutions to expedite outage execution. In particular, MD&A offers “drop in” valve solutions for
many types of steam turbines to allow an owner
to install a valve cartridge during an outage and
have a rotating spare repaired off outage/off
critical path.
“We stock inventory of brown hot gas path
components for GE gas turbines to support the
growing trend of utilizing repaired parts rather
than new,” said Eldridge. “We also stock
replacement components for generators to
include GE 7FH2 and 7A6 to support stator
rewinds and field swaps.”
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He urged owners to consult with their service providers well in advance of an outage to
discuss options to respond to unexpected needs
during the outage. A detailed spare parts review
and stocking program should be done ahead of
the outage with particular focus on any parts or
equipment with long-lead items.

ROTOR LIFE EXTENSION

Rotors in gas turbines produced in the late 20th
and early 21st century are approaching the
number of starts and hours defined by the OEM
as the design service life. This recommended
service life is based on many factors including:
duty cycle, ambient environment, maintenance
practices, and material properties. In reality,
rotor end-of-life is usually governed by only a
few weak-link components. The remaining components may have additional maintenance intervals of useful life remaining, either as-is or with
minor refurbishment.
“A comprehensive rotor inspection and endof-life assessment can help turbine owner/operators determine what course of action to take to
ensure that their rotors continue to operate
safely and reliably,” said Eldridge.
MD&A rotor life extensions for GE Frame
7FA and 7EA turbines are compatible with
OEM rotors and offer high performance and
durability. Information needed for a rotor endof-life assessment can be broken down into two
categories: general design information and
user-specific information. In the former category are such items as material properties,
accurate dimensional characterization, and an
understanding of failure modes. The latter category includes operating history, site conditions, location, and extent of any defects (as
determined by a complete non-destructive
inspection), and the expected profile of future
operation. As rotor life is defined by both hours
and starts, an understanding of the detrimental
effects not just of cyclic operation but of
extended high-temperature operation is critical
to success.
“To maximize the probability of continued
safe and reliable operation, weak-link components should be carefully evaluated and, if necessary, replaced,” said Eldridge. “Improvements
can be made in any of several areas: materials,
thermal management, manufacturing processes,
and mechanical design. Any approach must balance expected effectiveness and practical considerations.” For more information, visit www.
mdaturbines.com ■

Jay Eldridge, MD&A.

7FA unstack for rotor life
extension.
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FILTRATION ADAPTS
TO TURBOMACHINERY
DEMANDS
TELL OUR READERS ABOUT CAMFIL.

Gas turbines are sensitive equipment that rely on
good air quality to deliver reliable output. Since
98% of the input is air, a properly designed air
inlet system is essential for maintaining efficiency,
reliability, and availability. With 60 years of
experience, Camf il Power Systems is a datadriven organization that specializes in air inlet
filtration and acoustical solutions for gas turbines,
generators, industrial air compressors, and diesel
engines. Our engineers design products that help
customers operate assets profitably while maintaining peak performance. Our customer base
includes orig inal equipment manufacturers
(OEMs), engineering procurement construction
companies (EPCs), operators, and end users.
Camfil supports a green energy future by engineering filtration technologies that reduce carbon
footprints and are manufactured sustainably.

WHAT PRODUCTS AND SERVICES DO
YOU OFFER TO THE TURBOMACHINERY
MARKET?

We offer a complete range of solutions including:
Filter elements such as bag filters, panel filters,
cartridge (pulse) filters, and compact (static) filters;
air intake filter housing for static, pulse, combined
static & pulse; air treatment for heating & cooling
systems; ducting & expansion joints, inlet silencers,
inlet dampers, enclosures & ventilation; & weather
hoods, louvers/mist eliminators, and screens.
On the services front, we offer: Site surveys
such as air quality analysis, noise measurements,
and filter house assessment; 3-6 months on-site
filter testing and comparison (CamLab); filter
laboratory testing, filter management, and filter
installation; life cycle cost analysis (total cost of
ownership); retrofit service; PowerEye predictive
analytics services to predict gas turbine power
output, maintenance optimization, and turbine
performance data; and gas turbine air inlet filtration training at the Test & Learn Event.
38
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HOW HAVE FILTERS CHANGED OVER
THE LAST TEN OR SO YEARS?

Turbomachinery technology has evolved tremendously over the last decades. Studies of thermodynamics, computerized fluid dynamics, and
the use of more innovative materials and technologies have boosted equipment efficiency to a
higher level. These developments made turbomachinery more susceptible to fine particulates that
cause fouling and corrosion, leading to more
rapid degradation of performance. At the same
time, stricter emissions regulations require more
ef f icient technolog ies on the f iltration side
adapted to changing environmental conditions.
These requirements call for filtration systems
of increasingly high efficiency. To ensure the
optimum design, our global R&D centers offer
dedicated test rigs for turbomachinery applications. Here, tests are conducted to develop new
filters matching customer demands. No matter
where on the globe you have a turbomachinery
application, Camfil Power Systems provides the
knowledge, expertise, and R&D facilities to assess,
analyze and recommend solutions.

Gautam Marwaha,
Gas Turbine Product
Manager at Camfil Power
Systems, discusses
filtration trends, products
and services for
turbomachinery.

WHAT IS POWEREYE?

Camfil introduced its PowerEye predictive
analytics service for both air intake filters and gas
turbines. It was developed with the understanding
that ambient and operational conditions can have
a major impact on the performance of engines
and the entire operation. PowerEye helps you
make faster and smarter decisions that will
improve power output across your fleet, improve
maintenance practices, and help increase profits.
PowerEye’s algorithms combined with realworld filter data predict how different filters and
changing atmospheric conditions affect turbine
performance. It provides insights and information
to maximize the performance of engines, relative
to optimizing filter change-outs, improving
capacity forecasting, and increasing uptime.
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WHAT ARE CAMGT FILTERS USED FOR?

CamGT filters are engineered for environments where large
turbomachinery is threatened by high humidity, salt-laden
air, and heavy pollution or particulate. They are optimized
with low and stable drop features, long service life, and high
filtration efficiency to increase availability and reliability.
The latest generation includes three models. The
CamGT 4V-300 (12” depth), the New CamGT 3V-440
(17”), and the CamGT 3V-600 (24”). CamGT filters are
offered from T7 - T13 efficiency per ISO 29461-1:2021,
and fulfill standards for efficiency, burst strength, and
water repellency. There is also a Value Rating feature to
help evaluate real-life filtration effectiveness and
economics based on test data.

WHAT TRENDS HAVE YOU OBSERVED RELATED
TO TURBOMACHINERY FILTERS?

There has been a shift to higher efficiency filters in recent
years. Efficiencies that were considered too high a decade
ago are becoming more commonplace today, especially for
newer installations. This ties in well with the industry’s focus
on a clean energy future, where higher efficiency filtration

helps to reduce carbon emissions. Another step in this direction has been the introduction of the new air filtration efficiency test standard known as ISO 29461-1:2021. For the
first time, the ISO 29461 family of specifications was written
with turbomachinery in mind. Following the initial release
of ISO 29461-1 for filter efficiency, several additional
sections will be issued with test methods designed to rate the
pulsability, burst strength, water resistance, and salt resistance of filters.

WHAT DO YOU HAVE ON THE HORIZON?

Camfil Power Systems will be introducing new filtration
solutions and services later this year that have been
adapted to the changing environmental conditions and
technological advancements in the industry. In addition,
Test & Learn Events, a 2-day course on the topic of gas
turbines and air inlet filtration, are now scheduled to take
place in Malaysia, Canada, and Sweden. The training
includes hands on experiments, and will cover topics such
as the theory of gas turbines and filtration, filter & system
design, total cost of ownership, and more.
For more information, visit camfil.com ■

LIKE NEW FOR LESS
With Regal Rexnord facilities worldwide, we can recertify your
Kop-Flex® API-671 or other standard-specified coupling anywhere,
at any time, and bring it back to like-new condition, with a typical
savings of 50% compared to new. As part of our journey with a
continuous improvement mindset, we set targets to reduce our
footprint in every Regal Rexnord location around the world.
For more information about how we can help with your coupling needs,
call Application Engineering at 800-626-2120, or talk to a spcialist at:

regalrexnord.com/KopFlexRecert
Creating a better tomorrow™...
Regal Rexnord, Creating a better tomorrow and Kop-Flex are are
trademarks of Regal Rexnord Corporation or one of its aﬃliated companies.
© 2016, 2022 Regal Rexnord Corporation, All Rights Reserved. MC21067E • Form# 10042E
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NEW PRODUCTS
BIGGER 3D PRINTERS

Velo3D has released Flow 3.0 print preparation software that supports larger models
of parts that are able to be manufactured on the company’s Sapphire XC (Extra
Capacity) printer. It can produce parts that are up to 400% larger than the Sapphire
printer. Flow 3.0 also supports the scheduling of additional lasers to maximize the efficiency of the Sapphire XC’s eight 1,000 W lasers and increase productivity by up to
5x compared to Velo3D’s Sapphire printer. Velo3D’s Flow 3.0 print preparation software enables engineers to upload a traditional CAD file of a part they want to print,
rather than having to spend additional resources designing the part for additive manufacturing (DfAM). By eliminating the need for DfAM, Velo3D enables its customers
to design the parts they want and then print them with precision. Flow 3.0 accomplishes this by utilizing a generalized set of recipes to prescribe and simulate the layerby-layer build for the desired part. The software’s composer detects geometric features
and applies the corresponding process to achieve that desired outcome.
With Flow 3.0, the print preparation software can reliably generate and leverage
meshes of models containing up to hundreds of millions of triangles. The capability is
made possible by offloading the computation of larger files to Amazon Web Services.
The customer sends a CAD file and receives back a compacted file that can be used on
any printer to build the part.

Wireless vibration and temperature monitoring

WIRELESS VIBRATION

Finding and requesting the right air filter for any industrial application quickly and
easily is the promise behind the new edition of Freudenberg Filtration Technologies’
digital product catalog. With its new design, the Viledon e-catalog can be accessed from
all devices. It offers improved search as well as the option of comparing selected items
and requesting them digitally. The product catalog is available in separate versions for
the international and the North American market, each offering a different range of
products. The international edition can be
set to English and German. If a filter needs
to be replaced in a production environment, customers may request it directly
from the shop floor via their mobile device.
Those who want to take their time
researching filtration solutions tend to
access the catalog from their desktop
computers. The catalog allows for targeted
searches using categories, such as product
group, filter class or usage.

Regal Rexnord announced the Perceptiv
Sentry S2100 platform for wireless vibration and temperature monitoring. Users,
primarily in light duty applications, will
benefit from early detection of asset problems for predictive maintenance,
resulting in increased productivity and
efficiency as well as reduced downtime
and maintenance costs. It includes monitoring hardware, services, a user dashboard and a mobile application. As part
of the tiered offering of solutions powered
by Perceptiv intelligence, the Sentry
S2100 wireless platform is suitable for
general usage throughout an entire
facility. It features a lower cost and easier
installation than wired units. The Sentry
S2100 sensor is IP67-certified and rated
for both indoor and outdoor environments at temperatures from -20 to 60
degrees Celsius. It is powered by an integrated battery with a 6- to 8-year life that
can easily be replaced in the field.
The Sentry S2100 sensor is scalable.
Approximately 20 nodes can be
connected to one gateway and can be
combined with other sensors in the
Perceptiv portfolio. In addition, the
Perceptiv team can configure, install and
commission a system tailored to specific
needs, as well as provide expert monitoring, analysis, and recommendations to
help meet production demands.
Automated, wireless data is available
24/7 via the online dashboard, with
customizable alerts delivered by both
email and text, making monitoring
equipment easily accessible, whether
being viewed on or off-site.

freudenberg-filter.com

perceptiv.com

Velo3D.com

HIGH-CAPACITY VACUUM BREAKER

Warren Controls has announced the
Series 200 high-capacity Vacuum
Breaker, ideal for use on outdoor tanks
where there may be concern over falling
temperatures causing tank collapse. It
opens gradually to admit outside air to
relieve the vacuum in the tank, eliminating possible damage caused when
falling liquid levels and condensing steam

causes a vacuum that can damage a tank.
Available in in cast iron, carbon steel,
and stainless steel bodies and seats, the
Series 200 is offered in sizes ranging from
2 to 12 inches, with a variety of trim and
paint options. The valves feature air relief
capacities up to 14,280 SCFM of air in the
largest size and ANSI Class 300 flanges.
warrencontrols.com
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NEW PRODUCTS
ADDRESSING WATERHAMMER

One of the toughest aspects of hydraulic system design is accepting that a system
cannot always operate at steady state. Whether system transients are intentional
or unintentional, routine or emergency, understanding a transient’s impact on a
system is critical to ensuring safe, continuous operation.
Due to their esoteric nature, waterhammer issues are typically addressed by
specialist consulting companies. Thus, Applied Flow Technology has released
AFT Impulse 9 for engineering teams to better understand their systems during
deviations from steady state. Waterhammer and surge analysis performed in AFT
Impulse helps mitigate failures and avoid downtime by providing the information
necessary to prevent incidents.
Often a concern with waterhammer and surge analysis is where to start, especially since rapid transient events are not covered in a typical undergraduate (or
even graduate) f luids course. In the past few years, AFT has noticed greater
interest in waterhammer from engineers hoping to understand this complex
phenomenon. AFT has developed materials to meet this interest, not only for
advanced topics like identifying and mitigating waterhammer by modeling in
software, but also introductory fundamentals and theory to help engineers understand the what and why of waterhammer analysis.
waterhammer.com
Bio-based spray-can coating from Cortec.

Waterhammer solution

BIOBASED COATING

Cortec has found a way to replace a
petroleum-based chemical with a
biobased ingredient to improve coating
sustainability. EcoAir Biobased Outdoor
Coating powered by Nano VpCI uses a
USDA-certified biobased product in an
EcoAir spray can. This ready-to-use
temporary coating is designed for severe
marine and high humidity conditions. It
provides multi-metal corrosion protection that is temperature stable to 180°F
(82 °C).
Cortecvci.com
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MYTH BUSTERS

MYTH: CURTAILED OUTPUT
FROM THERMAL POWER
PLANTS IN THE SUMMER
IS PRICE GOUGING

D

uring the summer, when temperatures soar, we often hear reports of
power plants reducing output and
curtailing the amount of electricity
available to the grid. Is this a ruse by
electricity providers to extract higher fees
when the heat rises and we all need to
run our air conditioners? Maybe the
answer is not that simple.
Approximately 40% of U.S. electricity comes from natural gas thermal
power plants. The remaining 60% is
more or less equally split between coal,
nuclear and alternative sources. Because
of market and environmental drivers,
most modern thermal power plants use
natural gas as the fuel of choice. It
reduces the amount of carbon emissions
significantly when compared to other
fossil fuels — especially coal.
The general layout of a natural gas
thermal plant is usually a primary gas
turbine cycle (Brayton Cycle) combined
with a bottoming cycle that uses exhaust
heat from gas turbines as a heat source.
This arrangement is also called a
combined cycle plant. The bottoming
cycle most often utilizes a Rankine steam
turbine cycle, but it can also use an
Organic Rankine Cycle or a supercritical
CO2 Brayton cycle. Both the primary gas
turbine and the turbomachinery
employed for the bottoming cycle drive
electric generators.
Combining the two cycles allows
thermal efficiencies in excess of 60% for
most modern plants. In other words,
60% of the energy contained in the fuel is
converted to electricity — exceptionally
high efficiency compared to all other
industrial-scale power plants. Combined
42
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heat and power plants do boast even
higher efficiencies, but that’s due to the
fact that output from these cycles is a
combination of electricity as well as lower
grade usable heat.

These basic laws of physics
have nothing to do
with price gouging.
Why does this matter to the electricity
consumer? Some explanation is required.
The gas turbine cycle is an open cycle
where inlet pressure and temperature and
exit pressure are essentially fixed. The
inlet pressure is atmospheric, and the
ambient temperature sets the gas turbine
inlet temperature (along with key
temperatures for the bottoming cycle).
The ambient temperature affects both the
amount of energy that can be extracted
from the gas turbine exhaust and the
lowest achievable temperature of the
bottoming cycle.
The gas turbine cycle requires
compression of air and the subsequent
heating of that air by injecting, mixing,
and burning a fuel without a change in
pressure. That’s followed by the expansion of the hot, pressurized mixture
through a turbine section. The compression process consumes power while the
expansion process extracts power from
the hot, high-pressure gas. Most of the
power from expansion drives the
compressor; the remaining power is
effectively the gas turbine net output
power. If compression and expansion are

performed efficiently, the process
produces usable electric power. This
Brayton cycle process differs from a
Rankine steam turbine cycle, which does
not require compression and derives the
pressure increase from pumping and
external fixed-volume heating.
The useful net output of a gas turbine
is the difference between the compressor-absorbed power and the expansion
turbine-generated power. Several variables affect these two critical values. The
mass flow through the compression
process and turbine process is practically
identical, neglecting the small impact of
fuel addition. From basic thermodynamics we know that power output is
proportional to mass flow. But the design
of the compressor defines the volumetric
flow. Therefore, air density and mass
flow are reduced when inlet air gets
warmer. That’s the first reason why a gas
turbine’s power output is reduced at
rising temperatures.
The second reason relates to the
second law of t her mody na m ics.
Specif ically, the pressure differential
used for the turbine is determined by the
discharge pressure of the compressor.
The amount of work the turbine can
extract is driven by this pressure ratio
and the temperature of the gas leaving
t h e g a s t u r b i n e c o m b u s t o r. T h e
maximum or firing temperature is fixed
by the design blade metal and cooling
limits of the gas turbine. For a fixed-pressure ratio, turbine power per mass flow
(i.e., the work) is independent of the
ambient temperature.
However, the power per mass f low
absorbed by the compressor increases
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(for a fixed discharge pressure) when the inlet air
is hotter, as d ictated by increased entropy
creation. That’s another reason why the power
output of the gas turbine is reduced. Also, the
amount of heat available in the gas turbine
exhaust is affected by the ambient temperature
— and it’s affected to a degree by gas turbine
e f f i c i e n c y, w h i c h i s a l s o i m p a c t e d b y
ambient temperature.
Finally, the energy extraction by the bottoming
Rankine cycle — usually a closed cycle — is
affected by the temperature of the temperature
sink. Say ambient air is used to remove the cycle
excess heat and entropy. The higher the ambient
temperature, the less work that can be extracted
by the cycle. Since closed cycles rely on heat
exchangers to reject heat, the total amount of heat
rejected is lower at higher ambient temperatures.
Therefore, the total cycle output power is lower
when the heat input temperature stays constant.
The laws of thermodynamics cause a reduction in
power output from a thermal power plant when

ambient temperatures rise — not a ruse by power
companies to make more money. These basic laws of
physics have nothing to do with price gouging. ■

Klaus Brun is the Director of R&D at Elliott
Group. He is also the past Chair of the
Board of Directors of the ASME
International Gas Turbine Institute and
the IGTI Oil & Gas applications committee.
Rainer Kurz is the Manager of Gas
Compressor Engineering at Solar
Turbines Incorporated in San Diego, CA.
He is an ASME Fellow since 2003 and
the past chair of the IGTI Oil and Gas
Applications Committee.
Any views or opinions presented in this article are solely those of the
authors and do not necessarily represent those of Solar Turbines
Incorporated, Elliott Group, or any of their affiliates.
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Driving the circular
economy: Hydrogen
solutions from Atlas Copco
Gas and Process
Hydrogen is a critical component in powering the energy
transition and reducing harmful emissions. We have technology
today to help you reduce your environmental impact and make
a circular, sustainable economy a reality.

Learn more at www.atlascopco-gap.com

